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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTIOJ::f 
This is a study of the traits of age. intelli-
gence, and emotional balance in their relation to the con-
duct trends of behavior. leadership, discipline. and scholar-
ship of some students in the high school at Lawrence, Kan-
sas. It was the o'bjeot of the -investigation to study the 
relationship as a :problem of aoaial adjustment and of school 
success. 
Conduct trends in this study were considered as 
indicators of social adequacy. nspontaneous behavior« was 
habitual reaction of the individual to environment. rrn1s-
ci:plinary trends" were conceived o:f as observed instances 
of overt conflict with the conventional standards of the 
school. "Leadership qualities" were a method of studying 
the driv~s of the individual and the success of these life-
drives in soeia1 contact. "School marks" were considered 
as indicators of soholastio success. 
Age, intelligence, and emotional balance are 
traits which maybe measured at the beginning of the school 
year and may be used for the diagnosis of the educational 
:possibilities of the individual., "Age" was measured in 
terms of months. "Intelligence" was measured for this 
investigation by the Terman Group Test. "Emotiona1 bal-
ance" was measured by reaction to questions which in 
some degree involved the emotional factor. 
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CHJLPTER II. LITERATURE ANJ? OTHER STUDIES 
The measurement of emotional responses was 
first undertaken by Woodworth in 1918 •. (1) Emotional 
fitness for warfare was the object of this study., It 
was carried out on men in the army~ A personal data 
sheet was devised to indicate emotional tendencies. 
Over two hundred questions were listed that could be 
answered by underscoring yes or no., .Answers were then 
interpreted as favorable or unfavorable... Unfavorable 
.responses.were considered as symptoms of emotional in-. 
stability •. , 
3 
Johnson revised the Woodworth personal data 
sheet for use with school children •. ( 2J Sixty questions 
were chosen for a scale given to fifth grade children in 
a New York public school •. The normal response was found 
to be 20 and a. score of 30, or over,,indioated emotion-
a1 instability. Emotional instability tended to increase 
with age. 
l. Ma.thews~ Ellen. ''A Study of Emotional Stability 1n-
Children.u Journal of Delinquency. Vol. VIII. No.1. 
January 1923. 
2. Johnson, Buford. "Emotional Stabili17.y in Children." 
Ungraded. V. 1920. PP• rJ-79. 
4· 
Everett selected 78 questions :f'rom the Wood-
worth personal data sheet for a. study of high school 
students. (1) These data disclosed that girls have high-
er medians than boys and greater variability.· 
Another revision of the Woodworth personal 
data ~heet was used by Mathews in an extensive study of 
emotional stability in sc~oo1 children. (2) Children 
' ' ' 
' ,. ; 
from nine to nineteen .years and ~rom the fourth to the 
twelfth grade were tested.in this investigation. In 
addition· there were a number of problem oases studied. 
It was found that boys• as a group. give fewer unfavor-
able responses than girls. Younger boys tend to give 
more unfavorable responses than older boys, while the 
opposite tendency existed among girls. Children seleated 
. 
~ . 
because of nervous and temperamental difficulties re-
sponded, as a group, with more unfavorable nnswers than 
the unselected. It was concluded that such questions 
that had a large number of unfavorable responses were of 
little value in indicating emotiona.1 instability. 
l. Everett. Edith M- Tests of Emotional Stability as 
Applied to High School Students. Unpublished ?-Jr.A. 
Thesis. Columbia University. 1919. 
"' 
2. Mathews, Ellen. "A Stua.Y of" Emotional. Stability in 
Children". ·Journal of Delinquency. Vol.VIII, No.1. 
January 1923. 
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Mateer considered that emotional control 
is an important ~actor in determining psycho~athy. (l) 
A psychopath.is an individua1 whose intelligence func-
tions wrongly. This functioning is determined by a num-.. . 
ber of factors among which is emotion. A psychopath 
I . 
lives at· one or the other end of his emotional plane. 
Mateer considered the mea·surement o~- a.motion as of doubt-
:ful possibility. However a functional. analysis o:f the 
individual •s behavior wou1d indicate some peraonali ty 
t1•aits that are of value in the predif!tion of behavior. 
Ten lines· of psychological estimation were found to be. 
of value in the determination of the qualitative aspect 
of intelligence that affects f\m.otioning. Age, intelli-
gence, and school achievement as specific·:eactors were 
not indicators of psychopathy. Observation of behavior 
was the most important method of detecting psychopathy. 
In a study of 355 delinquents 160 were found to be un-
mistakably abnormal by the observation of behavior in 
the laboratol"Y examination. Deviation and variability 
we1"*e the most important indicators o'f delinquency. In 
whatever mental level, school class. or age it was the 
1. Mateer, F. 
·Appleton• 
The Unstable Child. 
1924· 
Chapters IX, x. 
way the ind1vidua1 reacted that determined psychopathy 
rather- than mental level, school olass, or age itself. 
It was a functional trouble rather than a structural 
one. 
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In the measurement of emotional reaction both 
the_introspeative rating e.n.d ~he galvanometric deflection 
were investigated by Weahsl.er. (1) The coefficient of 
o.orrelation of 'the introspeot;ive rating with galvanometric 
deflection was found to .be ~59 and •69. Thia deg-ree of 
eorrelation wouJ.d indicate that the introspective method 
of measuring emotional response has some value. 
In a study of fundamental charaoter traits by 
Travis reactions to stimuli in the f.orm o:r: concrete state-
ments were found to have diagnostic val~e. (2 ) ;. In this 
investigation two forms of tests were used: one a multi-
ple choice test ai1d the other a. test of likes and ·dislikes. 
Fifty psychological and psychoanalytic terms were chosen 
as character traits to represent a number of mental. sets 
w1d persona1 attitudes. Two statements were ohosen for 
l• Wechsler, D0: :Measurement of' Er.aotional Re_s:ponse: Re-
searohes in the :Psyohogalvanio Reflex. New York Ar-
. chives of Psychology. Reviewed in Journal "of Educa-
tional· Psychology. Vol\~~'YI. Iio.5. Mc.y l~?i5. D•!;,53_ •.. 
2. Travis• R. C. nThe Measurement-of Fundamental Character 
· Traits by a Nevv Dia.gnostic Test. n Journal of Abnormal 
:Psychology and Social Psychology. Vol.XIX• No.4. 
January-March, 1925. 
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each trait. College; students were tested by -th~s ~ethod. 
The coef~ioient o:f re1fability was.:round to·be .90j The 
Morgan Intelligence Te.st v1as used to· measure intelligence. 
The ·correlation of' character traits with intelligence was 
:found to. be positive .114 l?~E. =!::..09. :The two forms of 
tests correlated gave a eoef'ficient of+ ~75. Teachers• 
estimates were considered unrel~able for the interoori•ela-
tion a.mounted t~ only+.38 l?.E • .::t:..ov. The ratings of m.-· 
timate ·associates did-not --p1~ove· to have value,' for the. 
i.nter~oorrelationa of these data gave ·.an. ·average correla-
tion of on1y-h24 P.E .• ::t::.14• The investigation shows 
that the study of iU.ndtimentaloha.ractertra.its by these 
tests was of Value in the detection of mental· con.hicts 
and of' the imderlying mechanism of ·pa~sonn1i·ty. Intelli-
gence had. no relation to charaoter traits.: 
An investigation of behavior.problems· of· a 
disaiplinary nat1ire was made by Olson ·at the University .. 
of Minnesota. (l) · ·Olson made u:p a behavior record sheet 
of such units o:r behavior· as are most indicative in sohool 
life of socially undesirable trends. In aprelini~nary· 
study of 801 cases 5% were found to have, scores of 40·or 
l. From a communication reoeived from )Er. Olson. The 
investigation is not c_om:pleted. 
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above. Certain individuals with scores ranging from 
16 to 110 were given intensive study and condition~ dis-
covered in all, which v1ere suffioi ent1y serious to ;jus-
tify remedial measures. 
The relation o:r conduct dif'fieul·ties to men-
tal staius a.:t1d home environment was investig~ted in a 
gro1xp of' public school boys in New York. ( 1 ) . Tvtenty un-
desirable conduat traits were listed i"or a measure of' 
disciplinary tendencies. These data disol.osed a. oonnec-
tion between mental status and conduct dif'fioulty; though 
not as large as commonly.supposed. There was some con-
nection between environment and conduct troubles. though 
this was not as large as SU...PJ!OSed. There was no corre-
lation found to exist between health and conduct dif'fi-
cul ties. 
Aoaordi:ng to· .Burnham disai:pline has a place 
in social adjustment.<2.l Conduct disorde~ is an indica-
tion of a pe:t,,sonal defeat. Conduct not in keeping with 
justi:fiable discipline is sufficient ground to consider 
the individual socially inadequate. 
l. Johnson, Elinor Hope. "Relation of Conduct Difficulties 
o:t: a Gro1.ip of Pl1blia School Boys to Their Mental Status 
and Home Environment.u· Journal o:r Delinquency. Vol.VI. 
Ilo. 6 .. November, 1921. pp.559. · 
2. J3ur1lham. W. H. The Normal JUnd. Appleton. 1924. Chapter 
20. 
9 
The :faetor. of ·leadershi'p in hi_gh school stu• 
dents was the subject of a study made ·by ·Lynn at the 
University of Konsas in ·1924.(ll Positions of leader._ 
ship in school aetivities_were evaluated according to 
the judgm~nt o:r school adlninistrators.. The correlation 
-
of leadership y1ith school ma.rlts in this .st~1dy was.+•20 
:P.]}.~~001. Though not a high corre1s.tion, such as was 
foimd to exist indicated tha.t the factors· of leadership . . 
and soholarship have some elements in oonunon. 
One of the central tra.i ts of leadership is 
dr~ve.;(2) It. is a mark of. aetivity of the personality. 
Inte1ligence is a factor in.leadership yet one does not 
necessarily accompany the other•-, The quality of ~eader-. 
ship depends on certain symptoms of effectiveness. (3 } 
. . .... - . 
It .does· not de.pend on the 'physical'. mental, or other 
structural ~aotors • 
.An investigation of behavio·~ traits of a ~ega.-.. 
tive sort was made by Porteus at the Training School, 
. 1. Lynn, F. H. :. A Study of the Source of' High School 
. Leaders of Harvey Oounty~ Kansas~ M.S. Thesis at the 
University of Kansas. 1924~ · 
't "1 ' 
2 • .cUlport, F. H. Social Psychology. Houghton Mifflin 
Company. J.924'. Chapter 15~ 
3.· Edman,. I. Human Traits. Houghton W.filin Company. 
1920. Chapter 6·~ 
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Vineland,. :N. J.(1) All the poss~ble traits of delin-
quents were gathered and reduced to those which wouJ..d ex-
plain delinquency. These were then used in the eonstruc-
tion .o:t a social rating scale that was an index of socia1 
ine:f'fio1enoy. Seven trai t.s were chosen a11d weighted. The 
• ' f, ~ ' ' ' 
individuals were rated by membe1~s of the staff. The cor-
relation of ~ocia.1. ratings ¥vith social estima~es gave a. 
coef:ficient or .s9 for girls and .aa :ror boys. The rating 
and estimates made by different judges did not materially 
ohe .. nge the correlation. Soaial rating correlated with 
the Stanford Revlslon o:r the l3inet test gave a coefficient 
of .. 32. 
A review of admissions to 61 institutions in 
21 states from 1917•22 include.d 68-.983 individual~. (2) 
Au analysis of these cases i--evealed significant explana-
tions as to reasons for their being assigned to these in-
stitutions. For disorders associated-with. structural 
change in the brain or conditions whioh interfere with 
nutrition 37•46 ;'t were assigned •.. Disorders associated 
1• l?or·~eus • s. D-. Stu.dies in. ~rental Deviations. J?u.blica-
tion oi' the Training,Sollool'at Vineland, N.J. Dei>art-
ment of' Research. :rro. 24~ October, 1922. p. 141. 
2. Treadway, W. L•· "The Place of· Mental Hygiene in the 
Sahools.n 1Une1""ican Jo·urnal of Public Health. Vol• 
·XIII. No. 11. Iiovember1 1923. pp.928-937. 
11. 
with :faulty mental adjustments explained the coming of 
4'7. 69 ?"· Abnormal personal. make-u:p was the explanation 
of 7it04 fo. · An unc1assified list made up 7.79 fo. The 
larger group were assigned because of disorders associated 
with faulty mental adjustment. In an investigation of 
these cases a number of unfortunate character traits were 
observed which might ex_plain the condition of the patients. 
Treadway reduced these unfortunate traits to eight. These 
traits were then used in the study of 30,000 school children 
with respect to their mental equipment. Children deviat-
ing from the average were referred for study. Theae ohild-
ren included all sohoo1 ages, every social level, and 
every class in school. The unfortunate traits observed 
in the neurotic and mental invalids were found to be pres-
ent in these school children. Such traits interfered with 
the efficiency and well being of the ch~ld. 
The studies thus far made in the field of per-
sonality are n1merous, and they have brought to 1ight many 
interesting, but not wholly conclusive facts. The tech-
nique of the studies reviewed may be seen to be quite as 
varied as are the conclusions. 
12. 
CHAPTER III. THE SPECIFIC FIELD OF STUDY DEFINED. 
It was purposed in this study to show: 
1. What were the 'facts of emotional stability 
in these high achoo1 students. 
2. What were the relationships of age, mental 
ability and emotiona1L~sta.bility with leader-
ship, behavio~, discipline, and school 
achievement. 
3. How age, emotional stability, leadership, 
discipline, and behavior entered into the 
relationship of mental ability with sohool 
marks. 
4. Hovv any combination o:f any two of the three 
factors of age, emotional stability, and 
mental ability predict leadership, behavior, 
and school marks. 
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CHAPTER IV. THE METiiOD OF PROCEDURE .AND FllillINGS 
A. DISCUSSION OF SOURCE OF DATA 
This study is baaed on data secured from 546 
white students in the high school at Lawrence, Kansas. 
This school included the 10th, llth, and 12th grades. 
The group here considered is an unselected group except 
as membershi~ in a high school ~opulation may itself in-
volve a certain selective process. 
The boys were found to be slightly older than 
the. girls according to the data ~n Table I~ Boys also 
had a .. greater variability in age than girls. 







































16.2 years 16.4 years 16.3 years 
16.8 months 17.5 months 17.l months 
·14. 
There were more girls thtm boys 1n the .12th 
grade. The opposite v1a.s true for the 10th grade. Table 
II indicates the trend of boys to. drop out of school be-· 
fore the l.lth and 12th grades .• 
T/J$LE II. DISTRIF'~JTION OF S'lllJDETu"!rS Z.CCORDil~G 
TO CLllSSIFIOATION IN LAWRENCE lUGH SCHOOL. 
Classif'ica.tion Bol~ Q..irl.s !fotal 
Seniors•±2·th', Ctro.tle 68 a1 149 
J"ru1iors-ll th Grade 65 ?4 139 
Sophonfor·es-lOth ~-.-
Grade 146 112 25"8 -
Total. 279 26'7 546 
.B. THE D.!OTlOif SClU:E 
A revision of the Johnson scale was used in 
the nleasurement o:r emotional stability. Since this scale 
wits devised for · cll+ld:t'en 12 :years of e.ge some change was 
necessary to ma.Jee it applicable to lµgh school -students. 
~"or this invesi.;iga.tion sixty-six q_uestiona we1-.a ineluded 
in a nstud.ent •s Scale" as· ind.ic.ators o:r: emotional response. 
The name, nstudent 1 s Soal·e"• was used to avoid a:n.y 
15. 
inhibitions on the pa.rt of the student in marking the· 
ans\ver·s. As in the other personal data sheets the 
questions were so stated that the answers might be marked 
by. underscoring either nyesn or "Non. A copy of the soale 
used in this.study may be found on page II o:f the appen• 
dix. 
ill students of :f;he Lav1renee High School were 
given the emotional stability test March 2, 1925 during #. 
the second hour class period, v1hich came at 9:30 o 1o1oak 
in the morning. Teachers \Vere instructed to make the 
announcement·. uunderscore 'ryes 1 or ·1no·•· as you find the 
question answered in your li:fe experience.tr No explana-
tion was made as to the nature of the test. This was to 
insure a normal condition in which to mark the answers. 
The affirmative answer to all questions., except question 
2, was considered as an unfavorable response. Question 
2 vras unfavorable when the negative answer was under• 
scored. The total number of unf a.vorable responses ma.de 
the soore on the test of: emotional stability. 
Scores for emo·biona1 stability were thus 
secured for 546 students. This nwnber included 279 boys 
and 267 gi1 .. 1.s. These students constituted the gz~oup under 
16 
investigation. Since deviations and variabilities are 
the bases o:r measuring the signif'icanoe of data, the 
sea.le should give scores of deviation and variability. 
A question marked by a 1arge number of students would 
have 1ittle vaJ.ue in determining variability and devia-
tion. Questions marked unfavorable by a few would in-
dicate unusua1 emotional trends. The peraentage of 
students marking a question unfavorably might be con-
sidered as a test of the validity of that particular 
question. 
TABLE III. DISTRIBUTION OF UID"AVORABLE RE -
SPOJ:fSES FOR EACH QUESTION O!'l THE EMOTION SCALE 
FOR llLL STUDENTS. 
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Q.uestio:ri Boys Girls Total Percen·tile 
"':Ii ber 
l 36 25 61 20 
2 15 2 17 10 
3' ', 32 9· 41 10 
4 81 57 138 30 
5 82 87 169 40 
6 92, 161 253 50 
7 130 194 324 60 
8 15 ··39 54 10 
9 20 43 63 20 
10 23 54 77 20 
11 25 90 115 30 
12 41. 51 92 20 
13 155 184 339 '70 
14 123 '176; 299 60 
15 19 62 81 20 
16 29 121 150 30. 
17 40 55 95 20 
18 114 · 11'"/ 231 50 
19 34 32 66 20 
20 44 45 89 ·20 
21 103 154 237 50 
22 48 69 11'7 30 
23 54 95 149 30 
24 15 70 85 20 
25 24 16 40 10 
26 . 188 190 378 70 
27 44 31 75 20 
28 29 14' 43 10 
29 22 25 47 10 
30 138 138 276 60 
31 198 174 372 70 
32, 129 165 294 60 
33 65 94 159 30 
34 94 144 238 50 
35 37 151 188 40 
18 
36 59 90 149 30 
37 142 130 272 50 
38 202 52 254 '50 
39 39 19 58 20 
40 ·42 10 52 10 
41 139 161 300 60 
42 158 · lo:t 319 60 
43 79 60 . 169 40 
44 85 160 245 50 
45 ·.23 18 41 10 
46 :34 27 . 61 20 
47 67 102 169 ,40 
48 41"/ .33 so 20 
49 204 196 . 390 80 
50 116 122 238 50 
51 181 174 355 70 
52 87 86 173 40 
53 73 84 157 30 
54 76 42 118 30 
55 163 131 294 60 
.56 106 104 210 40 
57: 97 93 190 40 
58 87 86 173 40 
59 41 128. 169 40 
50 32 40 72 20 
61 23 ·27 50 10 
62 110 138 248 50 
63 110 95 205 40 
64' 118 148 266 50 
65 66 85 151 30 
66 26 ll 37 10 
19. 
Adiatribution.o'f the unfavorable responses 
for each question o:f the emotion saale is found in Table 
III. The number of unfavorable responses marked by the 
boys is found in the second column. The unfavorable re-
sponses marked by the girls for each question is found 
in the third column. The unfavorab1e responses marked 
by all the students for eaoh question is found in the 
fourth column. A percentile analysis of the unfavorable 
responses was made and given ·in the fifth column. In 
the :fifth column is a distribtttion o:f the nu.mber.· of un-
favorable responses for ea.ch qllestion according to the 
10 percentile in which the number of' unfavorable. responses 
would assign it. This study was made to find what the 
number of unfavorable responses would reveal as to the 
value of each question as an indicator of emotional sta-
bility. The basis o:f ana.1ysis is found in Table.IV. 
TABLE IV. BASIS OF PERCENTILE illi.ALYSIS OF 


























The validity of these questions in the emo-
tion sea.le depends on how suoh questions are indicators 
of deviation and variability. .An unus'tlal 1lllfavorable 
response was thought of as an indicator of deviation and 
variability. A validation study of the questions vms 
ma.de by their percentile distribution and the data given 
in :rable IV. The fact that 10 questions lvere in the 10 
' 
percentile,, 14 questions in the 20 percentile, 10 ques-
tions in the 30 percentile, 10 questions in the 40 per-
centile, and 11 questions in the 50 peraeutile is signif-
iaant. This would indicate that these questions are fair 
measures of devia·tion and va.ri,ability in indicating emo-
21 
tiona1 stability. 
TABLE V • l?ERCJi~I~TILE DISTRIBltTI OM OF Q.UES - · 
TIOliS ON THE JgfJiQTION SO.ALE ACCORDI!~G TO THE 
UHF AV CffilJ3I1.E Rl~SPONSES lfu\Rl.OSD :BY STUDE1fr S. 












1,.9 ,10,12.15.17 ,19,20 ,24 .• 
2•7•39 ,.46.,48,GO. · 
4 ~11;16 .22,23.rt33 ,3& t 53' 54' 65 
5,55,43,47~52,56,57~58.59~6~ 














'The scores on the emotion sea.le ranged from 
2 to 43• The mean score for the entire group was 20.4. 
The standard deviation for the entire group was 7.6. A 
comparative analysis may be made o:r the scores of boys 
and girls by a study of Table YI. 
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TJU3LE VI. .THE lr.tEAN SCORES .. AUD STA.UDli.RD DE -
VIATIONS OF EMOTIOI~ SCORES DY GIR!.iS AUD BOYS 
ACCORDiliG TO YEARS. 
}.!Elu"i SCORES 
Under 15 15 16 17 18 
:Boys 24.7 18.l 18.4 18.8 19.3 
.Girls 18.2 21.3 21.s 24.4 23.6 















It is signj.fi~ant t9 n<;>te. that girls have a some-
what higher mean score than boys. '.i!he variability of girls 
is practically the same thoUgb. slightly higher. The mean 
soore ··for girls 1nci·eases consistently with age. The younger 
boys have the highest mean score among the boys. After 
fifteen years the 'Qoys' mean scores increase. aonsi_stontly 
with age. These tendencies seem to agree with what has been 
f'ound in previous studies. Johnson found that the emotion 
~aore t~nded to increase with age• (1.) These data agreed 
with the results found by.Everett.< 2) Everett found· that 
1. J?age 3 of this study. 
2. Page 4 of this study 
girls ha•l higher medians than ]Joys and greater varia-
bility. This was true ill the A!athews s·tudy with the 
addi tiona1 ~greement 'that younger boys gave more un-
·favorabl e responses than older boys. 
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24. 
TA13J.sE VII. DISTRIBmION OF m:& AVORABLE 
RESPONSES,ON EllOTION SCALE FOR 546 HIGH 
SCHOOL ST11DmSTS. 












































s. D. 7.6 
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~:'.ABLE VIII. DISTRIBUTION OF UNFAVOR ... >\BLE 
RESPONSES FOR BOYS ACCORDING TO AGE • 
. 
Emotion Unde1" over Uo age 
Sco:t:~e 15 15 16 17 18 18 reoord Total 
43 1 l 
42 
41 1 1 2 
40 
39 
38 l l 
37 l 1 
~6 l l 
35 l 1 3 5 
34 
33 1 l 
32 3 2 5 
31 1 1 2 
30 l l 2 
29 1 2 3 1 .2 2 11 
28 1 1 2 
27 2 1 1 2 6 
26 2 1 2 1 6 
25 2 1 5 3 2 13 
24 1 l 1 4 1 2 10 
23 6 2 l 4 3 16 
22 1 2 2 1 3 3 2 14 
21 2 2 1 3 2 2 12 
20 1 3 4 4 2 2 16 
19 6 4 5 2 l l 19 
18 l 3 4 6 2 16 
17 1 4 5 l ·1 12 
16 3 5 l 1 l 11 
15 1 3 1 l 4 2 2 14 
l.4 l 5 3 8 17 
13 7 1 4 l 13 
12 3 l· 3 7 
11 3 2 2 1 1 9 
10 1 1 4 2 8 
9 l 4 2 l 1 9 
8 l 2 2 5 
7 l l l 3 
6 2 1 l 4 
5 1 1 
4 1 1 2 
3 
2 l 1 2 
Totals 15 57 67 69 26 31 279 Means 24.7 18.l 18.4 18.8 19.3 19.5 19.1 
a.2 6.2 7.1 7.9 7.2 7.1 7.4 
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TABLE IX. DISTRIBUTIOl~ OF tnWAVORABLE 
RI~SPOUSJ~S FOR GIRLS .ACC ORDIIiG TO AGE. 
Emo'liion Under ove1-- iiO age 
Score 15 15 16 1'7 18 18 record Total 
43 
42 1 1 
41 
40 
39 l 1 ·2 4 
38 l ·1 1 1 4 
3r/ 1 1 2 
36 l 1 2 
35 1 1 2 
34 ·1 l 
33 2 l 4 7 
32 l l 2 ·1 1 l 7 
31 1 2 2 2 1 8 
~o 2 2 1 ·1 6 
29 3 4 4 2 13 
28 2 1 2 l l 2 9 
27 l 3 4 4 1. 13 
26 1 1 4 4 l l 12 
25 1 2 3 3 9 
24 2 2 1 3 8 
23 1 4 5 5 1 4 16 
22 3 3 2 2 4 14 
21 1 6 4 3 l 1 16 
20 1 2 2 2 1 2 10 
19 5 4 ·:3 3 2 l > 18 
l.8 2 1 3 2 2 2 1 13 
17 2 3 1 l l 8 
1.6 1 3 3 l l 9 
15 l 4 2 1 l 2 11 
14 l l 2 
13 2 3 l 2 8 
12 l 2 4 l 8 
11 2 1 2 1 1 6 
10 l l 3 1 7 
9 2 l 3 s l 2 3 
7 1 1 
G 2 2 




2 l l 
Total 25 60 70 56 28 20 267 
Mean 18.2 21.3 21.6 24.4 23.6 21.3 22 s. D~ 6.5 6.4 6.l 5.3 7.8 5 .• 6 7.8 
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Some study was made of' those students with 
high scores on the· emotion scale. What might be con-
sidered a.s the 95 percentile was the grou:p given at-
tention. These were the ones who, by this test, were 
extreme deviates and it was thought that some trends 
might be present in these data. The writer was not 
acquainted with a.11 the individuals, in question., but 
a case study was made of a.11 with as much additional 
in:formation as the writer was able to give. 
1. :Soy, emotion score 43, average grades G, 
age 171 months, !ferman score. 
2. Girl.. emotion score 42, ave:rnge grades G.~) 
age 206 months, Terman score 140. Industrious, adapt-
able, a 1.ittle inc1ined to be abrupt and brusque. 
3. Boy, emotion score 41, average grades E, 
age 159 months,. Terman score 185. A. brilliant student. 
studious, genuine, sinaere, sociable. 
4. Boy, emotion score 41, average grade 11, · 
age 207 months, Terman score 188. Congenial, sociable:i 
has some difficulty.in social adjustment, not overly 
popular. 
5. Girl., ernoti on saore 39, average grade P, 
age 217 months* Terman score 104. Ras little .emo-
tional control, very po9r student, superficial, very 
sensitive to criticism or attention. 
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6. Girl, emotion score 3.9, average ~ade. G, 
age 184 months,. Terman score· 120. Quiet, reserved •. 
attracts little· attention, see~s hft.PPY though seldo.ms 
enters into voluntary discussion in class or mixes in 
student gro11pa. 
7. Girl, emotion score 39, average grade M, 
age 221 mo11 t hs, Terman score 9 3. 
a. G~ri. emotion sQore 39, average grade G. 
age 20'7 months, T~rman score 171. Striking, slightly. 
sensational in, conduct tra.its 1 c+iquish • 
. 9. Girl, emotion score 38, average gra~e G, 
age 222 moni;hs. ~erman·. score 151. Sooiablet ada:ptab~e, 
lcindly, refined• 
, 10. Gi:r+, emotion saore 38, average grade l~,· 
! 
age 214 mon~hs, ~erman score 149 •. Quiet, reserved, 
seldom participates in sohool· life. 
11. Girl, emotion score 38, av~rage grade M, 
age 196,months, Terman score '78. 
12. Girl, emotion score 38, average grade P, 
age 191 months, Terman score 154. Socially inclined, 
refined. 
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l.3. :Boy. emotion score ·za • no other records. 
14. Boy,. emotion score 37' ' average grade G, 
age 206 months, no ·Terman score. Sincere, hard worker, 
:persistent, · indepe:rident • sociable, we11 liked. 
15. Girl, emotion saore 311., average grade M, 
age 200 months, Te1~ma.n score· l.05. Flighty, quick 
spoken.· 
16. Girl, emotion score 37, average grade G.~~ 
no other records.· Reserved, retice:r1t, excellent stu• 
dent. 
1r1. Girl, emotion score 36, ave.rage grade lit, 
age 188 months, Terman score 164; IIigh strung, talka-
tive~ snobbish. troublesome student in class. 
l.8. Girl. emotio·n score 36, average grade P, 
age 207 months; Terman.score 62.' 
19. Boy, emot1on·soore 35, average· grade u, 
age 209 months,· Terman saore 152. 
20.· Girl, emotion soore 35, average grade ·M, 
age 171 months. Ter~n score 154. · 
21. Boy, emotion score· 35, ·average grade M,' 
age 206; Terman score no record~ Quiet, reserved. 
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22., :Boy., emotion soor,e 35, average grade t~ •. 
age 214 mont~s~ Terman score 131 •. .Artistic inQlina-
ti()nst hesitant in deci.sion~, never mixed in student 
groups •. 
23. :Boy,· emotion score 36,~ average grade. M, 
age.222 months. Terman. score l'll. 
24. :Boy~ emotion score 36, average grade ?, 
age 159 months, . Terman score 9'1. 
25. Boy, emotion· score 35, average grade P, 
, \ ~ . 
age ~SS months, Terman score 100. 
26~ Girl, _emotion score 35, average grade M;· 
age 201 months, no Terman scoreo 
These case studies did not disclose any signif-
icant trends. There did.not appear any tendency of a 
high emotion score to be ·.accompanied by e1 ther a high 
or lovr average school grade. · This same situation was 
found to exist for mental ability: that is-, no trend 
of high emotion -scores ·being accompanied by .either a 
high or low mental ability score. i\. review of the ad-
ditional data given by the writer did not indicate ru1y 
behavior or discipline trends for these; students With 
high emotion scores. 
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C• · THE BEH.A.VIOR SCALE 
From the literature bearing on unstable and 
psychopathic indi11iduals i.,mdesirable behavior traits 
were gathered fOl'* the construction Of a measure Of Spon-
taneous behavior which might be indicative of .unstable 
trends. Seventy-three traits were listed for a measur-
ing device• This was ealled a. "!l?eacher·'s Scale". A 
c~py o~ it will be found on page III of the appendix. 
Everyone of these traits was,of'a ~egative nature: that 
is. it v1as thought· of as.·an undesirable trait. The aoor-
;tng of· a student was done by ehoclcing the traits pre~ent 
in that particular individual. The behavior score was 
the ~ota.l nmnber o:t traits checked. . This method followed 
quite generally the plan of Porteus and his index of 
social inef:fioiency. ( 1 ) 
For behavior scores the writer himself chealced 
. as many students a.s he ao111d on the bt:isia of a definite 
personal. contact. As.assistan~ principal and as class 
toom teaoher the writer was acquainted wi_~.h a large num-
ber of students. No selection was made. The scoring 
l. Porteus, s. D. Studies in Mentil.l. Deviations. p. 133. 
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was done by checking a.11 the students considered in 
this study :for whom the .write1~ had a distinat impres-
sion. This v1as assumed to be a teacher's estimate of 
the undesirable behavior traits in a student. It was, 
o:r course, realized that s. oomposite o:t: two or three 
more ratings.would have been :preferable, but an exten-
sive tria1 showed that f;UC.h ,multiple ratings in this ri. 
case added nothing to the reliability of the ratings. 
The student 1 s .behavior score was the total· number of 
trait·s checked on this te'acher•s scaleo 
There were 234 st1idents for whom behavior 
scores could. be determined. This number included 108 
girls and 126 boys. .13oys had a nn1ch higher mean score 
than girls. 
TA.BLE X. ME.AN SCORE AND DEVIATION FOR BOYS 













From these data it seemed that boys tend to 
disp1ay more undesirab;e behavior traits than.girls. 
npearson in his measurement of traits~ not by' ·objective 
- " ~ ' fy • 
tests ·bu.t by opinions of :People who kno\v the individual, 
.. ' • .,. l 
' 
:finds that boys a,i-.e more athletic' noisy. self ~assertive 
. . 
sel:f-con~oious; leas popular~ duller in oonsoience, 
qUicker-tem:pered, le'ss sUllen. a little· duller intel-
1eotually11 than gir1s.tl) . 
' · 1. Norsworthy. N. and Whitley, M. The Psychology of 
Childhood. Macmillan. ·19·22.· p~ 12. . ..
TABLE ll. FREQUF.J1CY DISTR!BUTIOli OF. 
BEJL\VIOR SCORES FOR iliL ?!l.'tJDEI{T S. 
Behavior 
Score Girls l3oys Totals' 
33 l 1 
. 32 
31 
:30 1 1 
29 ; l l 
28 l l 




24 1 2 3 
23 
. 22. l. 1 2 
21 l l 
20 2 rt. . v 5 
19 
'18· 1 3 4 
17 l 2 3 
16 2 2 4 
16 2 3 5 
·14 3 6 9 
13 2 2 4 
12 1 4 5 
11 4 l 5 
10 2 3 5 
9 2 5 7 
8 2 5· 11 
7 8 5 13 
6 6 7 13" 
5 4 a 12 
4 7 ·12 19 
3 13 5 18 
2 3 4 7 
l l 4 5 
·. 0 38 '35 73 
Totals 108 126 234 
Mean 5.7 7.3 6.7 s. D. 6.4 11.2 7.0 
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D. 'THE LEADERSHIP SC.ALE 
The measurement of leadership was carried 
out aocording to the resu.l ts of the·· investigation made 
by- J..1ynu (l) in his study of high school leaders in a. 
county in Kansas. A student activity :rorm was first 
devised which listed all the student activities in the 
high school at Lawrence, Kansas. A copy of this form 
may be founo. on pages IV and V of the appendix. Dur-
ing April,. 1925, this form was distributed ·throughout 
the school for a s01J.rce o:r data to measure leadership. 
In the study by Lynn positions of leadership in school 
activities had been evaluated by a. eon1posite judgment 
of the school administrators in Kansas. The.leadership 
score was determined by following the scale of values 
for each leadership position held by the 1ndividua1 
student. 
Leadership seores were_ secured for 214 stu-
dents. There were 128 girls and 86 boys in this number. 
There was f'ound to exist only a slight difference be -
tween the mea.n leadership scores of boys and girls. 
I 
l. Lynn, F. H •. A Study of the Source of High School 
:Leaders o:f Harvey County, Kansas. M.S. Thesis at 
the University of Kansas. 1924. 
Though there were more girls than. boys in positions 
of leadership yet' the average score was practically the 
same. For these students these data oonsti tuted ·a meas-
ure Of social adequacy and versona1 adjustment·. 
/ 
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TABLE XII. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FOR LEADERSHIP 
SCORES FOR 1!.LL STUDENTS. 
Leadei .. ship 

























21 4 l 
20 l 
19 4 1 
18 2 
.17 1 
l.6 3 1 
15 3 2 
14 1 4 
13/ .7 3 
12 5 5 
ll l 
10 4 2 
g 'l 5 
8 11 7 
7 2 ·3 
6 5 4 
5 21 20 
4 23 12 
3 l 
2 2 5 
l 16 2 
Totals 128 86 
Mean 8.9 8.6 
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E~ THE DISCIPLINE SCP.LE 
Discipline 1n this study via.a defined as un-
desirable eonduot. · The behavior :problem sheeil devised 
by Olson at the :Bureau of Education Research, University 
of Minnesota, was used in the measurement o:e d1soip11n-
ary tendencies. (1) This scale afforded the opportunity 
to aoore the individual in accordance with desirable ad-
justment to school regulations. Thirteen items were in-
cluded in a disciplinary chart which would be adaptable 
for use with high school students~ The writer scored such 
students for whom there was a definite mental impression. 
As an assistant in the high school office the writer had 
an opportunity to be directly acquainted with conduct 
problems. The values assigned in the scoring sheet were 
Olson 1$ combined weighting, on the basis of the serious-
ness of the problem as an item in 'Unsocial behavior and 
of the frequency of the manifestation of the problem. 
A COI>Y of the disciplinary chart and the scoring sheet 
will be found in the appendix on pages VI and VII. 
1. The material used in this J?ai~t of the study is based 
on a aomnro.nication reoei ved from 1v'fr. Olson as the 
study has not as yet been published. 
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Scores for (lisciplinary tendencies were se-
ou:red :for 209 students. This number represented 83 
girls and 126 boys~ '.Boys: had' a mu<J.h higher mean score· 
than girls. Thia' same tendency has been noted in the 
behavior scores. Though the items and values a.re of 
a> muoh different natu.re ,from those on the behavior 
soale y·et there is· rnark·ea., s'itniliarity in the resuits 
obtained. AtUe1 .. maintained that behavioristic tenden-
cies were. Of Value in the solution of' SOCiS.1 maladjust-
ment. (1) .From trr~:s. anti-s<:.>oial o·onduct would seem to 
f'ollow behavior traits of the ·u.ndesira. ble kind. In a 
study of de1inqu(~ncy Adler gave :more importance to be-
havioristic · tra..1 ts. than to mental processes.- Healy, 
however, insisted on the importance· of mental antece-
dents.< 2J Porteus was of the· opinion that the observation 
Of behavior iri•egul·ari ty was Of more valu.e than mental 
data in predicting future socia1 adjustment.<Z_) 
1. Adler. l!. lt. · ttA l?sychiatri,e Contri't)ution to the st·ady 
o:r Delinquency"·,. ·Journal of Criminal 1.iaw, Vol. VIII. 
No. 66. May, l.917. 
2. Healy, w. The Individual Delinquent. Boston. 191.5. 
PP• 28 .. and ~2. 
3. Porteus, s. ·. D. Studies in Mental Deviat·ions. P• 144. 
T.A.BLE XIII. FREQJfEl'iCY DISTRIBUTION OF 
































































F. IvfEASUREME1~T OF SCHOL.AR.SHIP 
School marks were used as a meas~e of scholar• 
ship.· Lette-rs were in use in t;he high school at Lawrence, 
Kansas, for grades given as a meas1.11.~e of scholastic achiev-
ment. School marks for this investigation were such as 
were given at the close of' the first semester of the school 
year 1924•25. These grades-were taken from the office 
records at the close of the semester in January, 1925• The 
following letters were in use with their meanings: E -
exce1ient, G . .:. good, M • medium, J? - po-orf F - :failure. 
An average of all grades tor ea.ch student was used in this 
study when -the subject of scho1ai"ahi:P was unde1,. considera-
tion. Nume1 .. ical values we1'ie assigned to each letter as 
:roilovis: E • 5, G .... 4, M - 3, p - 2, F - l. The average 
g.t•ade was determined by adding numerical values for each 
grade, dividing by the number of grades. and·t11e· grade 
then determined by referenoe to the follo"tvin.g intervals 
., 
of value: 
Above 5 E 
4-4.9 G 





It may be observed that over 78 % of the 
girls made an average grade of M or better while only 
58.7 % of the boys made Mor over. The girls.tended 
to have markedly better grades than the boys. The 
peraentage distribution for the entire group shows a 
symmetriaal tendency. The E and F grades have about 
the same peraentage as also the G and P grades• 
School grades have been the center of criti-
cism as measures of scholarship. This investigation 
in ·no way assumes to be a defense or arraignment of 
this method of measurement. Such measures. however, 
were the accepted mode in use so were used in this 
study. 
It was one of the objects in this study to 
study some of those factors which might influence ~ades 
given as measures of scholarship• The laok of a high 
correlation between school marks and mental ability 
has been the subject of numerous investigations. Some 
light was sought on this situation as a specific ob-
jective in this study. 
TABLE XIV, DISTRilIDTION OF AVERAGE GRADES OF 536 
HIGit SCHOOL STUDE:rITS FOR TI{l5 FIRST SE!t1ESTER .QF 
THE SCHOOL YE.AR 1924-25 AT LAWRENCE* KAI~SAS+ 
. . 
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A. NUMBER OF BOYS lurn GI:RLS RECEIVING EACH. AVERAGE GRli.DE. 
Avg.Grade ~oys Girls Tota.ls 
E 19 15 34 
G 32 92 124 
}J[ 107 104 211 
/ 
p 86 49 135 
F. .25 1;:•7 32 
269 267 536 
B. PERCENTAGE .OF EACH. AVERAGE GR.ADE FOR BOYS AIU'> GIRLS. 
Avg.Grade Boys Girls Totals 
E "I fo 5.6% 6.3% 
G 12 % 34.4% 23.1% 
M 39.7'/o 38.9% 39.3% 
p 31.9% 18.3% . 25.1% 
F ~-2% 2.6% 6. % 
99.8% 99.8% 99.8% 
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G. · THE MEASUREMENT . OF MENTJU:, . ABIItITY 
The scores on the Terman Group Test of Men-
ta1 Ability were used as measures .o:f mental ability in 
this study. The mental test scores in this study were 
the results of test13 given.in February, M.ay-.and October, 
1924. As man·y teat scores. as_ .:possible were secured 
:from the office.records :for use in this investigation. 
The tests were given and so.ored under the direction of 
the superintendent's secretary of supervision, .. who was 
employed for this particular purpose. 
Jfiental teat scores :for 449 high school stu-
d-ents were seo11red for use in this St'1dy. This number 
included soores for 230 boys· and 219 girls. ·The mean 
score was slightly higher for the boys though the amount 
of difference is negligible. The standard deviation is 
also larger· for the boys. 
There is no attempt here to ignore the contro-
versy as to just what mental tests measure. Ho\vever 
these devices are the generally accepted methods of meas-
urement at this time so the data for the investigation 
were considered as the best to be had at the time of the 
study. 
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TABLE XV. DISTRIBUTIOlt OF TERlfulN GROUP 
TEST SCORES FOR 44.9 HIGH SCUOOL STUD1ITNTS,. 
~ Mental Test 
Score Interval BOYS GIRLS TOTALS 
190-199 3 2 5 
180-189 9 6 15 
170-179 15 10 25 
160-169 13 17 30 
150-159. 15 13 28 
140•149 25 21 46 
130-.139. 16 21. 37 
120-129 27 25 52 
110-119 21 22 . 43 
100-109 21 22 43 
90-99 21 16 37 
.80-89 11 12 23 
70-79 14 14 28 
60•69 9 6 15 
50-59 4 7 11 
40-49 2 3 5 
30-39 l 2 3 
20-29 3 3 
Totals 230 219 449 
: 1A:ean l2L.2 120•5 121.1 
. ' 
··.,1 -~, '<' • 
S.D. 37.;03 35.5 36.6 
' 
CHAPTER V. THE INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS 
A. INTER•RELATIONSHIPS 
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The question of ·the inter-relationships of 
:personal factors and chare ..ater traits was carried out 
by·the method o~ correlation. The correlation of eaoh 
o'f-the following traits ~th others; age, mental ability, 
emotional ·stability~ leadership, beha.vi'or,· discipline, 
and school marks was found by the :Pearson :produet~ 
moment equation• (1), The probable error was computed 
by the ~quation meth~d. (2) The regression coefficients 
were also derived for the additional light on the mean-
ing of the inter-relationships. (Z) It was the'obJect 
of these studies to find ·what: sizniliarity there existed 
in the deviation and.variability of' these ~actors and 
traits. 
%_X' <t I _ ex @'( 
' l. rt =: _1(.,!..o:· : :__ ____ _ 
~°'! 
1-rv.'"'" 
2. p.~ :::. .fo7 -fiZ. 
<IX. 
r.t x = ft, A--' ~ J 
~· ~· ur 0 
{From Rugg, H. o. Statistical Methods al.:.P:Plied to 
Education. Houghton Mifflin and Co. 1917. Chapter 9. 
·TABLE XVI •.. QQRRELA.TION OF TERMAN' GROUP !rEST S0lli1..ES WITH SCORES 
ON m!OTION SCALE FOR 449 WHITE HIGH SCHOOL STUDE:UTS. 
El'~iOTIOll SCOPJill3 
TERMAN 
SCORES 2 4 6 8 10 12· 14 16 l 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 Totals 
3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 53 55 !37 39 41 43 
190 199 l l l 1 l .5 
180 189 ·l 1 l l 4 2 2 l 2 15 
170 179 l 2 3 3 3 2 4 3 l l l l 25 
160 169 l· 4 5 2 3 4 3 l l l 2 1 l l 30 
150 159 1 l 5 4 2 1 3 2 3 4 2 2 28 
140 149 3 3 5 2 3 3 3 5 9 2 6 l l l 46 
130 139 l 2 3 1 1 7 4 4 5 2 3 2 l 1 37 
~ 2 4 6 2 4 6 9 7 2 4 1 2 4 1 1 52 N 
· 110 119 l 1 3 ·l 4 5 B 6 4 2 l 5 l l 43 
100 109 l 4 4 .~ l l 3 5 7 3 5 l 3 l l l l 43 
90 99 l 2 1 l l 4 8 5 3 2 2 l 4 l 1 37 
80 89 l 4 4 6 2 2 2 2 23 
70 79 1 2 1 l l' 5 4 4 l 3 2 l 1 l 28 
60 69 1 l l l. 2 3 2 2 l 1 15 
50 59 l l l 1 2 2 l 2 11 
40 49 l l l l l 5 
30. 39 l l l .3 
20 29 l l l 3 
Totals 2 ' 6 4 16 27 30 32 36 2 48 51 36 29 26 13 18 6 4 9 2 2 449 
~::: - .02 
<?€ = :::t: .• 05 a;;-= 3.6 
x~ 7.6 
'!-X-.:: ~04X .009 d 
~ 
-.::i 
The coefficient of correlation of mental 
a.bili ty with emotional stability was -."o'- ±" o"3. This 
correlation was for 449 soores on the emotion scale 
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, \Vi th similar seores on the Terman Group Test of ltienta.1 
Ability. The correla~hion is too small to signify any 
relationship bhtween emotion and mental ability. The 
fact that what did exist was negative would seem to 
indicate that as,mental ability increased there might 
possibly be a tendel1cy for,emotional responses to, de-
crease., The regression of ,mental ability on emotion 
was .04 and of emotion on menta1 ability was .009, both 
of no value. 
These results agreed with the tendencies found 
in other studies. Mathews :found for a seleoted group 
that correlation between the size of I.Q,. and size of 
, -,~DI~~ ··., 
emotion score was - .055'for girls. For another Selected 
group Mathews found correlation coefficients of - .425 
a.nd-.592.t (l) Since these computations were for se-
1eoted groups there is little ground for comparison with.' 
the investiBf3.tion under consideration. Travis concluded 
that there was no relation between intelligence and 
l. Mathews, Emotional Stability of Children* :p. 37. 
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charaater traits:(l)the -oha.raeter traits considered 
resemble somev1hat the emotion stmle of this study.· 
TfJ3LE XVII. OORREhATlOli· OF SCHOOL ltARKS MU.! EMO~ION 
SCORES FOR 536· III\m SCHOOL STtTD.SmTS. 
Emotion 
Scores i,_verage l&irks Totals 
l 2 3 4 5 
42 43 2 2 
40 41 1 2 
38 $ 2 3 a 
36 37 l 2 6 
z4·,35 2 l a 
32 35 l 5 4· 20 
30 31 l 4 5 l 18 
28 29 2 4 12 2 3& 
26 27 2 6 'I 5 36 
24 25 2 4 ll 4 i9 
22 23 4 ,.21 10 3 57 
20 21 l '1!1 15 1 52 
18 19 5 l.6 15 3 64 
1617 5 10 12 5 41 
1415 .5 10' 10 l 42 
12 13 l v 14 36 
10 11 3 7 z l 30 a 9 2 4 2 2 20 
6' 7 .2 3 1 2 10 
4 5 l l 1 6 
2 3 l l l. 5 
·Totals 34 124 135 ~2 536 
JV..:: - .02 
(J'fp = ::{:: .03 
(J"-"1 = 7 .• 6 
"X:= .98 
~== •. 15 x. 
=- .002 'i. 
1. Travis, R.C. The Measurement Of Fundamental Character 
Traits. 
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There did not appear to be any relation of 
school marks to emotiona.l stability. The eoefficient 
of correlation of school marks with emotion scores for 
536 high school students was- .02~03 This wou1d in-
dicate that expression of emotional tendencies on the 
emotion scale had litt1e or no relation to grades re-
<Hdved in sehool. The negative sign possibly had a 
slight significance in that a.s emotional response in-
creased there vra.s perhaps a tendency for grades to de-
crease:. the amount is so. small as to render tl1i s re1a-
tionship inGonalusive. The· regression of school marks 
on emotion was .0026 and emotion on school marks also 
negative and .154 in amount. 
In the study of emotional stability of high 
school .st'Udents Everett found that there was no appre-
ciable correlation between the size of emotion score 
. (1) and school marks. 
l. Everett, Edith M. !rests of' Emotional stability 
Applied to lfigh School Students. ?laster's Thesis, 
Columbia Univers~ty •. 1919. 
TA.13.LE XVIII. CORRELATION OF EMOTION SCORES WITH 
-:prsCIPLINE SCOEES FOR 210 HIGH SCHOOL STUDEifTSit 
DISCIPLINE SCORES 
E1iOTION 
SCORES l 6 11 16 21 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 86 91 96 Totals 
0 5 10 15 20 25 35 40 45 50 65 60 65 70 76 ~o 85 90 95 100 ,- ... 
42 43 l l 
40 41 2 2 
38 39 3. 1 1 5 
56 -37 2 l l. 4 
34 35 3 1 4 
32 33 '6 l ·l 8 
30 31 '4 1. l l 7 
28 29 14' ·l l l 17 
26 27 .14 2 .. 16 
:24 25 ' 7 1 2· 'l. 2 I :· 14 
·22 23 15 l 2 2 l 3 "l. 1 l 27 
26 
18 19 ·14 2 1 l 1. .l 20 
16 l.7 9 ·1 "1 l l .,1 1 14 
14' 15 11 .. l 12 
12 13 8 l- l l 11 
10·11. 6 1 l' l l '10 
8 9' 5 l 1 1 B 
6 7' 1 l 1 3 
4 5' 
2 3 l 1 
:t•otals; . 
1Z9::l 10 7 ·12 4 7 8 3 3 2 2 2 2 3· l l ·1 ·1 l 210 
/(, = + .13 
(ff. :. .::t • 044 
tr1 == 7.6 






. · There was found to be a small degree of 
oorrel::ttion 'betvveen emotional response m:td disciplin-
ary histo~J• The correlation of' emotion scores with 
scores on the discipline chart vms-t" .13 -± .04. The 
positive sign and amount of' eorre1ation~indicated 
that there may be some ~1ight tendency :ror emotional 
response of' these st11dents and of the disoiplinary 
trends to be similar. The regression o:r emotion on 
discdpl.ine was .116 and of discipline on emotion was 
ol44. The curvilinear nature of the scatter in some 
meas11l.1'e diseo1mts the value of the correlation and re• 
gression coefficients~(l) The large errors of meas• 
urement ... further lessens the possibility of mterpreta.-
tion of these data.. However as the values stand there 
was indicated some slight relationship between emotion 
and di soiJ?line. 
In conduct problem oases there was a marked 
influence of emotion on behavior traits when the in-
dividual \VS.s under observation in the laboratory. (2) 
1. Kelley, T. Lo Statistical Method. ~Maomillan .• 1923. 
PP• 151, lt/2. 
2. Mateer. F. The Unstable Child. pp. 452 and 4550 
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The wrong f'tmctioning was attributed in .some degree 
to emotiona.1 influences. , "Invariably, ho1rirever, .the 
fu:p.damenta1 i'aator in behavior 1snot intellectual 
ca1ibre or environmenta:L conditions. but the peculiar 
:persona.li ty, wh.ioh is played upon by· ernotionil. appeals 
plus concomitant circum~ta.nces~. fl) 
1.: 13ingham, .Anne T. "Determinants o:r Sex Delinquency 
in '1\.dolescent Girls; Journal of Criminal La\v. Vol. 
13. P• 560. February, 1923. 
! .\.' 
TABLE XIX. CORRELATION OF EMOTION.' SOO:RES WITR DISCil?LI!iE 
SCORES FOR 71 HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS.·· NO ZERO DISCIPLIIIB 
SCORES INCLUDED. . 
DISCIPLINE SCORES 
EMOTION 
SCORES 1 6 11 16 21 26 ·31 36 ·41.: 46· 51· 56 '' 01 66 71 '76 Bl 86 91 Totals 
5 10 15 20 26' 35 40· 45 50 65 60 65 110 '15 ao 85 90 96 
42 43 1 1 
40 41 
38 39 ·1 1 2 
36 57 l· 1 2 
34 36 l 1 
32 33 1 2 
30 31 l l 3 
28 29 1 l 5 
26 27 2 2 
24 25 1 2 l ·1 7 
22 23 1 2 '2 3 .1 1 l 12 
·2 2 2 ~ 11 
16 19 2 1 l l 6 
16 17 l l l 1 1 6 
14 15 l l 
12 13 1 1 5 
'' ·10 11 1 1 l 1 4 
8 9 1 l l 3 
6 7 l l 2 
4 5 
2 3 ·1 l 
· Tot~,.la ~ , l 10 '7" 12 ·~ 17 8 3 ·3 2 2 .. 2 2 3 1 1 l 2 71 
re, .:. - .12 )< = .12 '1 
cJ' f .=- -::I: • 07 ""'=:; 4.1 
1==- .1ox ~.::: 4. 7 
~-
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A study was made o:t .~he re1ationship of 
·emp'f?,iOll.<:8.1?.d those W.soipline: SOOl11eS above z~ro... .All 
; 
students here oonsidered were those who had some dis-
c,ipline' history. Though there ,were only 71 cases 
~· ' ; ' J • • I 
there was thought to be some value in the data. The 
coefficient o:r correlation for ~his computation in 
·Table-:xrK. v1as found to be ..... 12:t.07. This is the same 
·amount of oo~eia.tion as when all s·tudents were con-
sidered save for the opposite sign. It would seem to 
i~dieate .those.with high emotion scores have low dis-
,, 
. cipline. scores. The small number of cases and the 
J.ow.oorrelation with such a high probab1e error sug-
g~st,,h9vvever. the results were of little value. 
This particular problem seems to have oppor-
tunities .of worthwhile study. From a review of the 
data in this study it seems that by high emotion soores 
there is expended energies in a form which is not con-
tradictory to the conventional type of co11duct._ This 
sublimation might be a productive study in itself'. It 
is generally agreed by students ot this field of human 
nature tha'.t by sublimati.on it is possible to release 
I 
pent-11p er1ergies ru1d drives in a way that is not anti-
social. 
TABLE xx:; CORRELATION OF E1IOTION SCORES WITH BEHAVIOR 
SCORES FOR 231.HIGH SCROOL STUDENTS. 
BEHAVIOR SCORES 
EMOTIOir 
SCORES 0 l r,:. 5 7 g 11 13 15 l? 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 Totn.ls 
2 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 50 32 34 
42 43 1 
40 41 1 l 2 
38 39 l 2 l 1 5 
36 37 1 1 1 l 4 
34 35 l l l 3 
32 33 4 1 1 1 l 1 9 
30 31 l l 3 6 
28 29 4 l 2 2 1 l l 16 
26 27 6 l l l l l l , 16 
24 25 7 l - 2 3 l l l 20 
22 23 11 2 7 2 1 1 2 l 2 29 
20 21 9 2 2 r.· , 1.) 1 1 2 1 1 27 
18 19 6 l 3 5 1 2 3 3 l· 25 
16 17 6 1 2 2 1 2 14 
14 15 5 4 2 2 l 14 
12 13 2 1 IA l 2 3 12 v 
10 11. 4 2 1 1 l l 12 
8 9' l 5 l 2 l 10 
6 7 2 l 1 l 5 
4 5 1 1 
2 3 1 l 
Totals 72 14 "'6 25 20 11 10 13 9 6 5 3 2 2 2 l 231 
re., .:::: + .04. a-x. =z. 3. 7 
<F .. 6' :. :r • 04 ' . d ::- .04X 
a-1 == 7.6 )( =- .03J 01 en. 
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There was no relation ro1md between ,emotion-
al stability and behavior traits. The correlation of 
emotion scores and behavior traits for 231 high school 
stud en ts was -t • 04 ±. 04. The regression or emotion on 
behavior vro.s .04 and of behavior on, emotion •03. The 
large number of· zero scores on the disoipline saale 
tends to make the scatter curvilinear. Tb.a probability 
of error in measurement makes the interp1--etation of 
these data di:rfioult and unaertain. {i}. 
In the determination of psychopathy the 
bearing o:r em.otional ·tendencies on behavior has ·been 
credited vii th a large a.mount of influence. ( 2 ) The de-
linquent also has bee-.a. st-U.di~d with respect to behavior 
di~rliurbanoes d11e somewhat to emo·tional inErhability. The 
data in this investigation vrould indica:te the possibility 
of emotional ins·hability and undesirable behavior traits 
having some common elements. 
1. Kelley. Stati stioal Method. P).)• 151. 172~ 
2. Mateer. Uns·table Child. Chapter x. 
T.ABLE XXI• CORRELATIOU OF EMOTION SCORES WITH BEHAVIOR 




SCORES l 3 5 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 26 2r1 29 31 33 Tota.ls 
2 4 6 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 M 
42 43 1 l 
40 41 l l 
38 39 2 l 4 
36 37 l l 3 
34 35 l l 2 
32 33 l l 1 l 5 
30 31 l 1 5 
28 29 3 l 2 2 1 l l 11 
26 27 1 5 l l· 1 l 11 
24 25 1 4 2 l l l 13 
22 23 2 7 2 l 2 18 
2 n l l H 
18 19 5 l 19 
16 17 l 2 a 
14 15 4 2 1 9 
12 13 l 5 2 3 10 
10 11 2 2 l 1 l l 8 
8 9 5 l 2 1 9 
6 7 l l 1 3 
4 6 
2 3 1 1 
Tot~ls 14 36 25 0 11 10 13 9 6 5 3 2 2 2 1 169 
t(J =- - .04 bX ::=: 3.3 




Some attention was gi van the relationship 
between the emotion scores and those behavior soores 
above zero. In the correlation of emotion s·oores with 
behavior scores above zero i"or.159 high school students 
the only change was found ·to· be the opposite sign. The 
probable. error was o:f ·such size as to make the result· 
inconclusive. However, there seems to be some tendenay 
:for high emo·hion aaores to at 1eas·t tend sometimes to 
have low behavior so ores.· 
This result is very similar to ·the relation 
o:E emotion scor ..es to discipline scores. The fact that 
the data o:C behavior is· of a dii'fe:ra11t na.1nwe f1~om those 
of discipline would :?eern to add to the s:peaulations on· 
/ 
the problem of sublimation of emotional energy~ in i;he 
red11ation of di seiplinary acts or trends. These data. 
reveal a tendency for a high emotiona1 score to have a 
low behavior tendency of an.undesirable kind. As pre-
viously statGd in this stua.y this field would seem 
to have large possibilities for a more intensive study. 
TABLE XXII. COBJ.UJLATIOH OF EiiOTION SCORES WITH 
LEADERSHIP SCORES FOR ·194 HIGH SCHOOL STUDEMTS 
LEADERSHIP SCOBIDS 
EYOTIOlf l 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 Totals 
SCORES 2 8 11 14 17 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 41 44 
3 6 g 12 16 18 21 24 27 30 33 56 39 42 45 
42 43 1 l 
40 41 l l 
38 39 l l 3 
36 37 1 3 
34 35 1 1 4 
32 35 l 6 
30 31 l l l l 7 
as 29 2 1 14 
26 27 l l 1 17 
24 25 l 2 l l l 20 
22 23 2 1 l l l l 16 
1 1 
18 19 3 4 1 l 2 27 
16 17 6 2 3 l 15 
14 15 3 l l l 1 9 
12 13 2 4 1 2 2 l 1 13 
10 11 3 .. 2 2 l 8 
a 9 l 3 l l. l 
,, 
6 7 3 3 
4 5 l l 
2 3 l l 
Tota.ls 21 a 36 16 17 6 9 l 4 3 1 l l 194 
M..-.;:; + .09 VA==- 2~ '1 
<Y~ =--=J:- • 05 O; =- .25 x q-1-= 7.6 x= .03J a') 0 
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Little relationship was found to exist be-
tween leadership and,emotion scores. The aoeffioient 
of correlation of leadership scores with emotion .scores 
:for 194 high school students was+ .09::t:..05. The re -
gression coefficients did not give any significant trends. 
The writer was unable to find other studies 
on the bearing of emotional stability on leadership. 
There would seem to be an :opportunity for further study · 
of this relationship. The students involved in this 
particular correlation were those in positions of leader-
ship in school activities. This type of leader was the 
only one considered in this investigation. The corre-
lation of emotional stability and leadership both in 
and out .o:f sohoo1 might be worthy of a. more extensive 
. analysis. Inspection of the correlation table does 
seem to suggest that a median emotion score ·will have 
a larger leadership rating than one which deviates 
significantly in either direction, 

The relationship between age and emotion-
al stability was found to be negligible. In the 
correlation of emotion scores with age for 525 high 
school students the coefficient was+ .o, ±.03. A 
slight tendency of emotional response to increase . 
with age was noted earlier in the study in a review 
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of the data collected on emotional stability. When 
this was investigated for the entire group the rela~ 
tionshi:p was found to be much smaller than anticipated. 
. ~ 
The regression of age on emotion was .,16 and of emo-
tion on age .02. 
Johnson :round that emotional stability tend-
ed to increase with age. (l) The same tendency was 
found to be the case in the investigation carried on 
by Mathews~ { 2 ) It would seem also to be true from a 
casual inspection of the raw soores tabulated earlier 
in the study. 
l. Johnson. "Emotional Instability in Children." 
Ungraded. v. 1920. 
2. Mathews. "Emotional. Stability in Children". Journal. 
of Delinquency. VIII. 1. January, 1923. 
SCORES l z 
0 2 4 
190 199 
180 189 d) l 3 
170 179 12 3 
160 169 7 l 2 
150 159 7 4 
140 149 5 l 4 
l{)O 139 4 l 2 
120 129 9 2 2 
110 119 2 l 1 
100 109 5 1 2 
90 99 4 2 3 
80 89 2 2 
70 79 l l 
60 69 l 
50 59 3 
40 49 
30 39 
Totals 62 11 33 
TABLE XXIV. CORRELATION OF TE:EMAN GROUP TEST SCORES 
WITH SCORES ON THE BEHAVIOR SCALE FOR 203 RIGH SCHOOL 
STUDENTS. 
6 7 g 11 13 
6 8 10 i2· 14 
l l ·1 l 
2 l 
l l l 
l 2 l l 
l l l l 
6 2 2 2 
4 2 l l 2 
1 1 2 l 1 
4 l l l 
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h,,,:; - .006 
r?E =..± • 046 . 
4"'"1 = 3.6 
ax• 3.7 
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The data in this study did not show any re• 
lationship between mental ability and behavior scores. 
The correlation of the scores on the Terman Grou~ .Test 
o~ Mental Ability with the scores on tha behavior sca1e 
of' undesirable traits was -.oos±.o5. 
Other investigations seemed to point toward 
the same resu1t. Mateer maintained that delinquency 
was to be found in all the various,,menta1 levels.(1) 
The behavior scale was not intended to mark conduct 
problems as much as to point out tendencies toward the 
undesirable traits o:f behavior in sooial contact. Ad-
ler emphasized the behavioristic tendencies as of more 
im_portanoe than mental process in the analysis of de-
linquency. ( 2 ) · At all events according to the data. in 
this investigation there is little relationship be-
t-vveen behavior tendencies and mental levels. 
l. Mateer, · The Unstable Child. Chapter X• 
2. Adler, H. M. "A l?sychia.trio Contribution to the Study 
of Delinquency~ n 
\ 
TABLE XX.V •. CORREI.1ATION OF SCHOOL MARKS WITH 
BEHAVIOR. SCORES FOR 233 HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS. 
l3EIDiVIOR , GRADES 
l 2 4 5 Totals 
33 34 1' 1 
31 32 
29 30 1 2 
27 28 l 1 2 
.··25 26' 
23 24 1 1 
21·22 2 1' 
~ 
19 20 l 
17 18 2 2 l 
15 .16 2 5 1 
13'.14 2 6. 2 
11 12 2 2 l 
9 10 2 l 
7 8 1 6 
'5 6 4· 
1 
Totals 17 45 88 63 20 233 
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A substantial relationship was found to ex• 
ist betwee11 school mar ks and behavior scores. · ... 4.. co-
efficient of-.37±.037 was foU:nd for the correlation 
of the sohool marks and behavior scores for 2!33 high 
school students. This would seem to indicate that as 
the number of undesirable behavior tendencies increased 
in the individual there was a tendency for this same 
individual to make a 'po9r showing in saholastio rank -
ing. The regression of behav.ior on grades was 1•3 and 
of grades on behavior .10 
The interesting :phase of behavior relation-
ships with other factors was mani~est in c om1mring the 
correlation with both mental. ability and.school marks. 
. . 
There was no re1ation between mental ability and.be-. 
ha.vier scores while these data gave a marked correlation 
of behavior with grades •. There is a ~ossibility that 
either the teacher is influenced by the undesirable 
behavior traits or the individua1· \vi th undesirable be• 
' ' 
havior traits does not do good school work. 
TABLE xxvt, CORRELATION OF DISCIPLINE s90RES. WITH 




SCORES l 5 7· 9 ll 13. 15' l'l' 19 21 23 25 27 29 31.· 33.!l'otal 
0 2 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 s2··· 34 
96 100 1 l 
91 95 ' l l 
86 90 l.· l 
81 85 1 1 
?6 so l l 
171 '75 l 1' l 3 
66 70 .. 2 2 
61 65 l" l 2 
56.60 
51 55 l l 2 
46 50 l i· 2 
41 45 . ' 1 l .1 3 
36 40 
' 
l 2 3 
~l 35, 2 2 1 l 1 l 8 
26 30, l 1 1 1 2 6 
21 25 l 1 l 2 5 
16 20' 1 2 2 2 l s 
ll 15 · .. l. 2 i'. l 2 7 
6 10 2 l 2 l l l l g 
l 5 1 1 2 
0 44 12 23 13 6 8 5 4 2 1 1 1 - 120 
!I'otala 50 13 31 . 18 17 g 10 11 .,, 0·; .. 5 4 l 2 2 1 
', ~. .·, 
/-(,, =:.. + .96 · .,; ·. ax == 3. 7 
(f' 6-= ::±. .0038 ~-=-l~06X 
ir(f:::; 4.4 x-= .a20· 0\ Q) 
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There was praetioally perfect correlation 
:found between the disoipline scores and behavior ten-
dencies. The discipline chart wa.a more a measure of 
actual eonduat not in keeping with school conventions. 
While. the behavior seores represent the undesirable 
traits in social. oontaet. The correlation of disaip-
. line scores with behavior sc.rn1,es for 187 high school 
students was +.96±.004. The regression coeft'icients 
' 
v1ere: <?-isoipline equals 1• 06 behavior and behavior 
equals .• 82 diseiplin.e. These data are in kee:ping with 
the comments of authorities that behavior·traits are 
indicat~ve of disci:plinaryconduot.(l)( 2 ) From the 
regression ooef~ieients there seems to be more of a 
tendency for disei!J1ine to change with behavior than 
for behavior to eha;nge \vith discipline. It was ob-
served .in the desfription of the construction of these 
scales '(;hat subjectivity was involved in the scoring 
of students. Yet disregarding the unoerta.inties o:r 
subjectiv~ scoring there is an indication of' high 
relationship. 
l. Adler, H. M. Op. cit. 2. Mateer, F. op. cit. 
TABLE XkvII. CORRELATION OF LEADERSHIP SCORES 
WITH BEHAVIOR SCORES OF 109 HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS. 
BEHAVIOR SCORES 
LEADERSHIP 
SCORES 1 ~ 5 'I 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 Totals 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 
45 46 l l 
43 44 
41 42 
39 40 1 1 
37 38 
35 36 
33 34 1 l 
31 32 
29 30 2 l 3 
27 28 l l 
25 26 4 l 6 
23 24 
21 22 2 l 1 4 
19.20 i· l 1-: ·3 
17 18 l l ,2 
·15 16 l 1 3 l l l. 1 9 
13 14 5 2 l l· l .8 
11 12 1 2 2 l 
~ 4 ·l 1 2 .. :1 ·l 10 
7· 8 8 2 l 2- . 2' ·l 16 
5 6 7 l 2 4 ·l l 16 
34 2 l l l 2· l l l l 12 
l 2 3 l 2 2 1 
':; ,' 
l 10 
Totals 42 7 16 10 .. 5 6 6 4' ·3 2 ·3 l l 1 2, 109 
/"\.. = -.12 <Ji- ===- 3.7. 
(f' f. :: :±: ~ 062 ax~ •09X ~ "'a== 2. 7 .15g 0 
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There was found -some: reason to belie·ve that 
undersirable behavi.or traits. were not ·1n keeping with 
leadership qualities• The correlation of behavior 
scores "fovi th leadership ·scores was -.12 :J:.062. The · 
scatter was of' a eurvilines.r type, partially due to 
the. large number of zero behavior so?I•es. The regi.,es-
sion of leadership on behavior was .09 and of .behavior 
on 1eE:1dership .15. The negative correlation though 
low ·seemed to show that outstanding· 1eadership is proba-
bly not j,n kee1)ing with undesirable behavior tendencies. 
There was the :possi bil~ ty here of interpreting the data 
as an argument in.favor of' th.e belief that behavior 
traits interfere ivi th the drive of the peraonali ty i.n 
effeoti ve social adjustment .• 
TABLE XXVIII. CORRELATIO!f OE' BEHAVIOR SCORES 
WITH AGE FOR 230 HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS. 
BJ;lHAVIOR SCO.RlliS ) 
AGE IN 
MOMTIIS 1 I,;.?; 5 7 " ' g 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 55.!otals 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 
-285 290 l 1 
279.284 
273 278 l 1 
267 272 
261 266 2 2 
255 260 ·l l 
2tl9 254 l l l 3 
243.248 
237 242 l l l l l l 6 
231 236 1 l 2 l 2 l l· 1 10' 
225 230 4 2 2 2 l ·1 .. '.12· 
219 224 5 3 3 ·2 l 1 1 16 
213.218 6 2 'I 3 4 3 2 ·2 2 2 l 2 35 
2 14 2 7 2 1 2 2 1 32 
-201 206 16 4 3 2· 3 1 l 2 2 l l 35 
195.200 8 2 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 30· 
189 194 8 3 ·l ·1 l 2 l 17 
183 188 6 1. 4 l 2 l 1. l 17 
17·'1182 1 3 1 5 
l'il'l76 1 1 l l 4 
165 170 1 1 
158 164 2 2 
Tota.ls 75 il 35 26 19 11 10 13 9 6 5 3 2 2 2 l 230 
l'fJ =::: + • 081 ' OX= 3.7 -.:i 
(f 6 =:..:t .• 043 
d'x 
.09X ~ 
,~ 2.s .15 ti 
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No relationship was <f01Jnd to exist between 
behavior scores and age·., . The behavior saores correla-
ted with age for 230 ,high school students+.08 -:l:.04o 
There was a possible interpretation here, of 1Jehavior 
tra,i ts i.ncreasing v.rith, age bec~use of the :positive 
sign.; The regression coeff"ieients did not contribute 
any significance, to the inf'luenee of elements involved. 
i~ this, relationship. rt :would seem that undesirable 
behavior traits are distributed. about evenly""over the 
v~ious ages represented in this investigation~ The 
literature indicated the same trend as disalosed in 
these data. 
TABLE XXIX. OOBRELATIO:fl OF TEBMAN GROUP TEST SCORES 
WITH DISCIPLiliE SCORES FOR 118 HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS. 
DISCIPLII'TE SCOBES 
TERbIAM l 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 66 91 96 Totals 
SCORES 0 6 10 15 ·20 25 30 35 40 46 50 55 60 65 70 ·76 80 85 90 95 100 
190 199 2 1 3 
180 189 9 l l l 12 
170 179 13 2 1 l l 18 
160 169 12 1 l l l l l7 
150 159 6 1 l l 2 1 12 
140 149 11 l 1 3 l 2 2 l l 23 
~130 139 11 l 1 13 
120 129 16 ·1 2· l l l 22 
110 119 9 l l 1 12· 
100 109 8 2 4 3 l 18 
90 99 10' l l 2 l 15 
80 89 3 l l 6 
70 79 3 2 l 6 
60 69 l l 
60 59 z 3 
40 49 l l 
30 39 l l. 
Tot~ls ll8 3 9 6 11 3 a 5 3 3 2 2 l 2 l l 2 1. :1182 
rt.-· ::::::.· .065 




This study disclosed little relationship 
betwe.en discipline and me,ntal. ability,. The correla-
tion of discipline scores and Terman Group Test scores 
was -.05±.049 This laek of, relationship seemed to 
indioa.te no common elements in discii>line and intelli-
gence. The regression equation did not give any signif-
icant trends. 
In the discussion of the literature there 
. . . ' 
was the general. o:pinion that intelligence had little 
bearing on disoipiinary conduct. Johnson ·found· that 
the connection of mental ability with conduct. problems 
was not as high as supposed~(l) Healy considered mental 
ability as one of a number· of possible ex,Planations·o:e 
delinquent.conduct.<2) Mateer was of the opinion that 
though mental ability was no indication o:f delinquency 
yet low mental levels were often represented among the· 
conduct problem oasesJ3) 
l. Johnson. Elinor Hope. nRelation of Conduct Difficulties . 
of a Group of Pu.blio School Boys to Their Mental Sta-
tus and Home Environment." 
2. Healy, w. The Individual Delinquent. :pp. 53-63. 
3. Mateer, The Unstable Child. Chupter2l. 
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91 95 1 
86 90 
81 85 2 
76 so l 
71 75 1 2 
66 70 l· 
Gl 65 2 
56 60 
51 55 l 1 
46 50 l 
41 45 l l 
36 40 l 2 
31 35 2 3 
26 30 3 
21 25 1 
16 20 1 l 
11 15 1 l 
6 10' 2 4 
l 5 
0 4 21 
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The relationship of d1sci11line and grades 
was fotmd to be similar to those relationships between 
' behavior and grades. These data disclosed in the cor-
relation of school marks with discii>line scores "!or 
212 high school students a coefficient of-.38 .::'=..05. 
This seemed to indicate the .tendency of disci:Pline 
:problems to have poor grades. The regression equation 
of discipline on grades was 1.7 and of grades on dis-
cipline .,oa. As in the study 0£ behavior and grades 
these data for discipline and grades indicated that 
either eond'tlat problems do poor school v1ork or the 
teacher takes into account the disciplinary tenden-
cies of the individual when she assi5ns class grades. 
Possibly teachers tend not to give high grades to stu-
dents who have been disciplinary :problems. 
TABLE XXXI. CORRELATION OF AGE WITH DISOIPLI!ra SCORES 
FOR 207 HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS. 
AGE IN li!OltTHS 
DISC IP-
LIUE SCORES 159 165 171 177 183 189 195 201 207 213 219 226 231 237 243 249 255 261 267 273 279 285 To-
164 170 176 182 188 194 200 206 212 218 224 230 236 242 248 254 260 266 272 278 284 290 tnl 
96 100 l 1 
91 95 l 1 
86 90 l l 
81 85 l 1 
76 80 1 1 
71 75 l 1 1 3 
66 70 1 1 
61 65 l l l 3 
. 56 60 
51 55 1 1 2 
46 50 i l 
41 45 l 2 3 
36 40 1 l l l 4 
31 35 ,l 2 l 2 l i 8 
26 30 l l l 1 2 6 
21 25 l l l :1 4 
16 20 1 l l l 2 2 3 l. 12 
11 15 l 2 l l 2 7 
6 10 l 3 2 l 2 l 10 
1 5 2 2 
21 23 22 7 6 4 l 2 
Totals 2 3 4 16 21 24 30 29 31 16 12 9 4 3 1 l l 207 
re_,::. + • 073 "X; 2.a 
(P ' =- .:t. • 046 g== .ll x 
~:: 4.4 /( ..::. .05J 
-.:2 co 
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The factor o:f age was_ found to ha~e litt;ie 
relationship vdth dia_ci:p11n~· A correlation of +-.0.7 
-:t=..046 for _age· and c,tisaipline scores for 207 high ~ ... 
school students was ot little significance as far as 
this age factor was concerned. This was found to, be 1• 
true for the age-behavior relationshipw The.regres-
sion of discipline on age wa~ ./ll and of'. ag~ on dis-
cip1ine 005. 
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T.ABLE .XXXII • CORRELATION OF LEJtDERSHil? SC.ORES ON 
. THE TEIUWI GROUP TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY FOR 143 
RIGR SCHOOL.STUDENTS.· 
TERr~wr - LEADERS RIP 
0 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 . Totals 
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45· 
190 199 ·2 3 
180.189 5 2 1 .10 
170 1'19 5 1 1 .2 2 1 16 
160 159 2 1 l 12 
150 159 2 1 l 14 
140 J.49 2 .1 16 
130 139 l l ~15. 
1 1 15 
110 119 4 l 1 1 7 
100 109 6 1 3 l: l 12 
90 99 6 3 2 l 12 
80 89 3 1 l ·5 
70 79 l l 2 
. 60 69 2 1 3 
50 59 
40 49 
30 39 1 l 
Totals 62 3 24 10 7 7 1 1 l . l 143 
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'.Mental a,bil1 ty and leadership in this in• 
· vestigation had ·some rel~tionsh1p.. ;..· correlation -of 
Terman Group Tes,t .scores v1ith leadership score~ fo.r 
143 high sahool students gave a positive-r.27±.05 .• 
This seemed to show that a common element might be 
operating in botll typ~s of data. The regression o:e 
mental ability on.leadership was .32 and of leader-· 
ship on mental ability positive .20.· The curvilinear 
nature of the scatter would to a certain eXtent dis-
count the weight o:r the correlationJ1 ) However, 
there was su:f:f'icient correlation to indicate some 
relationship between leadership and intelligence. 
l. Kelley. T. L. Statiatioal Method. pp. 151,172. 
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.TABLE XX.XIII. CORRELATION OF SCHOOL M.t\RKS 
WITH LEJLDERSHIP SCORES FOR 195 HIGH SCHOOL 
STUDENTS• 
LEADERSHIP .GRADES. 
l 2 3 4 ·5 Tota.ls 
41 45 1 l 
36 40 l 1 
31 35 l 
26 30 l l 7 
21 25 4 a 
16 20 1 l 13 
11 15 1 4 4 30 
3 
17 Z5 29 8 89 
Totals l 26 70. 77 21 195 
Ther·e was a slight correlation found to exist 
bemveen grades and leadership. The data gave a coef-
ficient of+ .11 ±.05, for a group of 195 high sohool stu-
dent a.' The regression o:f leadershiJ? on grades was. 27 
and of grades on leadership .04. Though there is a low 
:posi·hi ve ·correlation in these data yet there is an amount 
sufficient to 1ndieate that common elements do probably 
exist. 
T.A:BLE XXXIV, CORRELATION OF LRADERSHIP SCORES 
WITH AGE FOR 195 HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS. 
LEADERSHIP SCORES 
AGE l 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 3"/ 40 43 Totals 
2 8 11 14 17 20 23 26 29 32, 35 38 41 44 
3 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 59 42 45 





255-260 l 1 
249-254 l l 
243-248 
237·242 l 1 1 3 
231-236 5 ,l 6 
225-230 2 2 4 
219-224 l 5 2 1 2, 11 
213-218 5 3 2 l. l 2 1 2 l 18 
207-212 4 5 8 2 6 1 1 l 1 28 
2 -2 6 2 2 3 3 1 • 1 1 
195-200 3 9 6 1 2 1 l 23 
189-194 l 10 6 4· 1 2 24 
183-188 2 8 2 5· l· l l 18 
177-182 8 3 1 12 
l 71-l116 l 7 3 1 1 13 
165-170 2 l 3 
it>~-1s4 2· 2 
xotru.s 21 77 35 1 V 16 7 10 1 5 3 l l l 195 
/-(,.. :::. + ~ 206 <7it = 2.e 
(f '=.±•046 ax:= 2,7 Q) t,'l 
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The correlation of age with leadership is 
in a measure disqualified by the nature of the leader-
ship soa.le. It was to be expected that.this correla-
tion would exist for the student could not gain posi-
tions o:f leadership 1Ultil after some time in school 
career. The positive correlation of .21 might be 
misleading if it were not for this orit:J.cism of the 
quality o:f data UJ?Oll which ·hhe corx4 elation was basedo 
T.A.13LE XXXV. CORRELATION OF SCHOOL ltA.RKS WITH 




180 189 2_ 
. 170 179 2 
160 169 1 4 
150 159 3 
140 149 l 7 
130 139 9 
120 129 7 
110 119 1 a 
100 109 7 
90 99 2 14 so· 89 5 
70 79 7 
60 69 5 
50 59 1 3 
40 49 
30 39 1 
Totals 7 84 
GRADES 
3 4 5 
3 2-
4 'l 3 
6 12 4 
8 g 2 
11 9 l 
16 15 4 
13 8 1 









142 96 16 
~-= + .• 56 
(? ~ :::..± .02 
a-'f ':;" 3.6 
1-"x. :::; .98 
,. 
~=: 2.02x 






















The1~.e ws.s ·round to e:dst a marked rela-
tionship betwee11 school marks and menta1 ability. In 
the 001"relation of school .marks with the Terman ·Group 
Test scores the coefficient was positivei".56 ::±:.0024. 
Thfs amoun~ may be considered to mean that there was 
much in common in the two series of data. The re-
gzsession of mental ability on' school marks was 2.02 
and of school marks on mental ability .15.· 
TABLE XXXVI • CORRELATION OF AGE WITII TERM.All 
GROUP TEST SCORES FOR 429 HIGH SCHOOL STUDE!TTS • 
AGE . Ili JlrONTIIS 
TEPJKAN . . 
SCORES. 158 165 171 177 183 199 195 20 207 213 21~ 225 23i 23? 243 249 255 261 26,,273 279 285 To~ 
164 170 176 182 188 194 20Q 20 212 218 224 230 236 242 248 254 260 266 272 278 284 290 ~al 
190 199 l 2 .l l 5 
180 189 ·1 2 2 2 7 l 15 
170 179 2 l l '2 6 -~ ·6 2 23 
160 169 1 l 2 4 4 4 2 4 2 4 28 
150 159 2 2 4 5 4 4 1 l 23 
140 149 3 6 9 6 10 4 5 2 l 2 l 49 
130 139 3 2 4 3 5 8 5 3 2 2 37 
12 129 2 6 6 10 8 7 2 3 1 3 l 55 
110 119 l 1 2 5 4 6 3 6 l l 3 7 1 41 
100 109 2 2 ? l 8 7 4 4 3 l l 3 43 
90 99 2 3 3 3 3 3 6 4 1 l 2 1 .1 33 
80 89 l 5 3 4 3 2 1 2 1 l l 24 
70 79 4 a 3 2 2 3 1 l l 25 
60 69 3 2 l 3 2 3 14 
. 50 69 3 1 2 2 2 l 1 12 
40 49 l 2 1 l 5 
30 39 1 l' l 3 
-20 29 1· 2· 3 
:L'otals 2 l 19 26 52 55 61 61 58 34 27 10 18 6 4 2 1 l 
t-1....- -::::.. - • 0326 
(fl t -=- ±. 032 




TABLE .XXXVII. CORRELATIOI~ OF AGE WITH SCHOOL 











237..:242 2 4 
2:51-236 4 8 
225-230 5 2' 
219•224 7 
21Z-218 2 17 
0i207-212 5 8 
·201-206 3 16 
195-200 5 18 
189-194 l 14· 





Totals 31 114 
GRADES 









19 1l 1 
28 18 5 
24 19 7 
32 13 2 
28 13 1 
23 20 7 
14 15 3 
·0 9 2 
1 4 
2 
204 131 ~1 
~- ~ - .221 
O' ~::: :t.028 
try == 2.a 
























For these stuctent s the data o .. i sclosed no 
relationship between age and mental ability. In a 
comIJuta.tion involving the data of 429 students the 
ooe:fficient of correlation wes -.03 :1:.03. The re-
gression coefficients were of' no s:tgnii"ioance in the 
interpretation of trends between the two types of 
data. 
.t\ge a.nd sohool rnai"lrn vtere :Cou.nd to have 
some negative oorre1a.tion. For 51.l high .school stu-
den·ts the correlation of sehool marks wi·th age gave 
a coef:fiolent of- .22 .:t..03. This inverse· oorrela-
·tion i1idioated that the younger studen·trn tended to 
make better marlcs. in school, a. fact whioh has been 
brought out l"epeatedly in earlier studi~s. 
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CHAPTER V. THE INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS. CONTIImED. 
13.. PARTIAL RELATIONSHIPS 
It was one of the objects of this investi-
gation to· study the influ.~nce of age,. leadership. be-
havioi;, disci:pline, and emotion on the correlation of 
mental ability with school ma.rk?J. It was considered 
possible to fi11d some explanation of the laok of a 
high correlation between mental a.bili ty a..'1d sohool 
marks. 
The method used in this partieu.lar part of 
the study was .:partial.correlation. (l} These various 
factors were eaoh in turn held constant when correla-
' . 
tion of mental ability and aahool ma1--ks vvas computed. 
The difference. if .there p~oved to be a difference, 
between the simple correlation and partial correla-
tion would be considered as of value in the explana-
tion of the lack of a high correlation between intelli-
genoe and scholarship. 
- n-l'Z. - c~, ~ " ft;..~) 
l. ~1~·3-:::=. -----------
-,J{t-t"tJ,~) (I- ftj~) 
From Otis, A.S. Statistical Methods in Educa.tiona1 
Measurement. Wor~d Book Company. 1925. p. 232. 
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TA'.BLE XXXVIII. COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION 
.AliD PROBABLE ·ERRORS FOR THIS INVESTIGATION 
'.£erman l.SCi- Be ha.- School Emotion Leader Age 
Group pline vi or Marks ship 
est· 
Term- .06 .01 :.56 .02 :.27 t.03 
Group .05 .05 .02 '.603 .05 .03 
Test 
Disci- •. 06 .96 .38 i.13 '* . .07 pline .• 05 •. 004 .05 .04 .05 
B~ha-· .01 .96 .37 .04 ~12 .oa 
vi or .05 .004 •04 •04 .06 .04 
·school .56 .38 .. .37 .02 .11 .22 
Marks .02 .06 ·. .04 .03 .05 .03 
Emo- .02 .13 .04 .02 •. 09 t.06 
ti on .03 .04 .04 .03 .05· .03 
Leader ,27 *" .12 .11 .09 ~21 ship .05 .oG .05 .• 05 .05 
Age .03 .07 .oa .,22 .06 .21 
.03 .05 .04 .03 .03 .• 05 
*An insu:f'fioient number of oases made.a correlation of 
leadership with discipline impossible. 
.. 
TABLE JL"CXIX. COEFFICIENTS OF PARTIAL CORRE-
LATION CO?vtl?UTED IN THIS INVESTIGATION• 
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Terman Group Test and School Marks without Behavior 
n n ff n . n ft fl Emotion 
n n ft tf ft ff " Age 
n ff n " " n tf Leadership 






The simple correlation of mental ability with 
sohool marks was+ .56 ±:..02. 
Behavior seemed to have the most influence on 
the correlation of mental. ability with school marks in 
this investigation. The partial correlation coefficient 
of .60 was an inorease over the simple correlation of 
.5G. There seemed to be some justification here to tha 
claim that teachers were affected by undesirable beha-
vior tra.i ts in the marking. of students. This a.mount of' 
difference found is not great but it is significant and 
in a measure denotes an influence which merits attention. 
Disciplinary tendencies seemed to have the 
second most important influenoe according to these data. 
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The coeffici,ent of :partial correlation in this compu-
tation amounted to .5a. This appeared to indicate that 
disciplinary trouble·. entered into .the marking of stu- . 
dents. Though this amount of ohanga of correlation is . 
not s.s great as that of behavior yet it is significant .. 
It may either mean that without this the b~ight stu~ 
dnet did better. work or it was noted by the t·eacher in 
marking the grade because ot the conduct troubles. In 
view o:f the fact that the average high school teacher 
is not a.wave of conduct ,problems it would seem 'that 
these data indicated that disciplinary tendencies pre-
vent the student doing the work· he might do. 
These data also disclosed the :tact that age 
has ·some 1nf1uence·.on the correlation betv1een mental. 
abi:Lity.and school marks. Without the factor of age 
operati'ng the simple.correlation was increased from 
•56'to .• 57. ·This change is small yet denoted the :pos-
sibility of this being one of the factors that explained 
the lack of high correlation between intelligence and 
scho1arshiJ). It is commonly agreed by students of the 
problem of age-grade fiispls.aement that teachers tend 
to over~rate the performance of the older student, a.nd 
94 
to under-rate that o:f the younger student in their · 
classes. 
Leadershi:p and emotion did not change the 
simplf? correlation of mental ability with sc~ool 
grades. 
Behavior trends1 ,age. and discipline seem. 
to affect in some slight degree the relationship be-
tween mental a.bili ty and the teachers' ·ratings of, 
school work. 
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CH.APTER V • THE. INTERl?RETA:TIOl'f ·OF FINDIIiGS. .CONCLUDED. 
C. MULTIELE RJ![,ATI011SHIPS. 
When the student enters school it would be 
possible to gather the data. on mental ability, age• and 
emotional balance. Wi~h this data it might be of" use 
to the sohool administrator if he could predict school 
s:uacess and social adjustment• A. part of this study 
was the bearing of these factors in the combination of 
behavior; disci:pline;·leadership, or schoo1 marks• 
The method of muJ.tip1e correlation was em~ 
ployed in this part of the study.Cl) Ta.king any one of 
these factors or traits as a criterion; the :problem was 
to f:ind the correlation of a c.ombination of any two of 
the factors of age; mental ability; or emotional sta• 
bility vdth this criterion. 
i l(,i1 r It-~ - .... Z fL.e1 lf.e..,_ "-n .. 
/ -/C..r1-
From Otis, A.S. Statistical Method in Edu.eational 
Measurement. P• 239 
TABLE llz• COEFFICIJBNTS OF. I!ULTIPLE CORi.Wlt.t'\.TION · 
FOUliJ'D IN THE STUDY OF cmmINATIONS OF 1\GE, :MEN-
TJJ; ABILITY, ... !\ND EMOTION AS PREDICTIVE FACTORS 





AND EMOTION ·.57 
HENT.AL ABILITY 








A combination of mental ability with age 
seemed to have the most predictive value in a study of 
these data. The coefficient o:f' mul ti:ple o orrelation . 
for mental ability and age with school marks as a cri-
terion was positive .59. Age contributed some to the 
correlation of mental ability with school marks which 
was found to be, positive .56. 
The combination of emotion and mental ability 
had some effect on the simple correlation of mental 
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ability with sehool marks. The multiple correlation 
in this study gave a ooeffiaient of :positive ~57. This 
was a gai11 of' only .01, which is not large but suffi• 
<lien"!; to indicate a measure of inf1uenoe• 
Emotion and age combined as a factor in mul-
tiple oorrela. tion with sehoo1 ma110ks indicated no value 
as a ~redicting factor. The coefficient of multiple 
correlation was .22. There vm.s no change over the 
simple oorrela.tio:ri. of age v1ith school marks.a 
No combination of age, mental a.bili ty or emo-
tion indicated significance in 'predicting behavior of 
·-~ t 
the undesirable kind. ·what little was i 10ound to exist 
in these studies the computatipn of multiple correla-
tion of age and emotion with behavior as constant was 
the largest. The amount foi.m.d vms so small aa to be 
negligible. 
The combination of age and mental ability 
withottt leadership as a oriterion gave the largest de-
gree of relationship in the study o:r leadership. The 
coe~ficient in this instance was .34. This was a marked 
change over either the simple correlation ot: age or men-
ta.l ability wlth leadership. The combination of mental 
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' 
B.bllity and emotion was next i11 importance with ·a 
coefficient of '.28. ; l~e· and emotion in combination 
also indicated 1itt1e·· charige over the simple corre-
lation of age with leadership. · 
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CR.APTER VI. SIDJ1MliltY OF FINDiliGS 
The study of data obtained in this inves-
tigation o:e aharaoter traits of students in the high 
school at Lav-irence. Kansas. reveals the following 
i'acts: 
EnfOTION.AL STABILITY 
l. Girls had a slightly higher mean score than 
boys on the emotion scale. · 
2. The variability of emotional response was 
higher for girls than boys ·though the amount was very 
small. 
The youngest boys had the highest mean score 
of a11 boys on the emotion saa.le. 
4. After 15 years the mean score on the emotion 
scale for boys increased slightly each year over the 
age range included in this study. 
5. For 15, 16, 17 years the mean score for girls 
on ·hhe emotion scaJ..e increased slightly·. 
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BEHAVIOR TR:gNDS 
l. Boys had a higher mea..'l score than girls on 
the behavior scale. 
DISCIPLlliARY TRENDS. 
Boys had a higher mean score on the disoi:P-
line t:iifui girls. 
INTER~RELATIONSHI~S 
l. No correlation was :found to exist. between emo-
tion scores and scores·on the Terman GrouJ? Test •. 
2. lfo correlation was found. to· exist between; ·emo-
·,, ... ,_f- i. 
tion scores and school marks. 
3~· A positive'l.o~ aor~elatiori was :fourid to exist 
between the emotion seores and ·discipline scores. 
The correlation· between emotion scores· and 
behavior· seores vva.s neg1igible tho1igh positive•· 
5. A low correlation was :round for emotion scores 
and leadership scores. 
6. There was no relationship fou11d to exist be-
tween mental ability and behavior. 
7. A substantial negative re1ationship was found 
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for behavior and sahool marks. In this rc...::.-.37 ± .04. 
a. There was almost perfect :positive correla-
tion betv1een, behavior and disci}}lixie ratings. 
9. . The relationship of leadership with b eha.vir>r 
was found to be negative and 1ow. 
10. For the ages covered in this study there was 
found no relationship betv1een age and behavior. 
11. The correlation of mental ability and disci:p-
line was negligible though negative. 
12. There vraa :found a. substantial l'legati ve rela-
t ionshi:p between school marks and disci:pl.ine. rt::.. -.38 
-;:I:: .05. 
13. For the ages covered in this study there was 
found no relationship betvveen age and discipline. 
14. There was :found slight correlation of leader-
ship with mental ability. "-~ + .27 ..::t:.m;. 
15. The relationship between leadership and sehool 
marks was low though significant. 
PARTIAL RELATIONSHIPS. 
1. Undesirable 1behavior traits had a marked in-
fluenoe on the correlation of mental ability with school 
grades. 
102. 
2. Disciplinary tendencies had a marked 1nflu-
enoe on the correlation of mental ability and soholar-
shiI>o 
MULTIPLE RELATIOI~SHI:PS.' 
l. · ~he combination of age· and mental ability 
faetors wu.s found to be ·of some value in the prediction 
of school marks. · 
2. Tlie combination of emotion and mental ability 
was found to have some predictive value 111 predicting 
sohool marlcs. 
3. The combination of age and mental ability was 
of some value in :vredictingleadersllip. 
4. The combination ·or mental. ability and emotion 
was found to be of slight value i11 prediating leade1·ship. 
APPENDIX 
INSERTS: 
A. The Emotion Scale 
B• The :Behavior Scale 
c. The Student Activity Form 
D. Leadership Value~ For Student Activity 
Positions 
E. The Disciplinary Chart 
F. Scoring Key For Disciplinary Chart 
Student's Scale 
Name ......... ·-······················-······················-········-··-····-···············-····-····--·····-····-···~·-·-··········-·-···············-·····-····-·--
( Underscore yes or no as you find the question answered in your own experience) 
I Do you like to be by yourself better than with others? yes 
1.. Do others let you be with them? yes 
no 
no Jl> • 
.] Did you ever run away from home? yes no 
II- Did you ever want to run away from home? yes 
.:r Do people find fault with you much? yes 
" Do you think people like others better than they like you? yes 
1 Do you ever feel that people are staring at you? yes 





no 8 f-3 
q Do you mind going into a tunnel? yes 
'" Are you afraid of water? yes 
no H 
no ~ 
II Are you afraid during a thunder-storm? yes no tll 
·Ii-Do you feel like jumping off when you are on a high place yes 
/J Have you ever been home sick? yes 




IS Are you often frightened in-the middle of the night? yes no 
lb Are you afraid of noises in the night?. yes no 
17 Do you ever cry out in your sleep? yes no 
16 Do you ever.talk in your sleep? yes no 
lfDo you ever walk in your sleep? yes no 
;i.<1 Are you troubled with dreams about your play? yes no 
fl.I Do you ever dream of being chased? yes ·no 
~1'Do you dream of robbers? yes no 
:4.,Do you ever have the same dreams over and over? yes no 
;z..4 Do you ever cry yourself to sleep? yes no 
~S Did you ever have the habit of stuttering? yes no 
-1-' Can you sit still without fidgeting? yes 
~1 Did you ever have the habit of twitching your head, neck, or shoulders? · yes 
no H 
no H 
;1.8 Do you break, tear, and spoil things more than other people? yes no 
:.t'/Do you stumble and fall over things more than others? · yes no 
~o Is there any one kind of food that makes you sick? yes no 
31 ls there any kind of food that disgusts you so that you cannot ~at it? yes no 
3~ Do you ever feel as though the world was against you? yes . no 
13 Do you ever wish you had never been born? . yes no 
31/- Do you ever get so sulky that you will not answer people? yes no 
J ~Are your feelings often hurt that you cry? yes no 3' Do you giggle over nothing at all? yes no 
37 Is it easy to get cross over very small things? yes no 
36 Did you ever have a real fight? yes no 
.3'1 Do you like to tease a person till they cry? yes no 
¥-c Do you ever feel a certain pleasure in hurting a person or an animal? yes no 
If/ Did you ever have a nickname that you did not like very well? yes no 
~,..Do you so'metimes feel that noboby quite understands you? yes no 
1/-) Do you seem to have a harder time to get along in school than others? yes no 
1/4 Do you ever make believe that things you wish for are true? yes no 
45ls it hard for you to get people to work with you? yes no 
~'Do suggestions irritate you? yes no 
"l-:7 Does criticism sting you? yes no 
1/-~ Do you find it difficult to listen to what others say? yes 
'/.'/ Is it easy for you to see the faults of others? yes 
no 
no 
flJ Is it easy for you to criticize others? yes no 
$1 Do you find it hard to drive yourself to do disagreeabl~ tasks? yes no 
~2. Is it difficult for you to own up to your own mistakes? yes no .:n. Are you easily discouraged? yes no 
&r~ Are you suspicious of people? yes no 
st/Do you like to be held responsible for a project? yes no 
c'- Does authority stir you up? yes no 
.;;-7 Do you insist on having all your priviliges? yes no 
.?I Do distractions confuse you? yes no 
~71 Do you have a great fear of fire? yes 
~ Is it difficult for you to make friends? yes 
no 
no 
" Have you any strong superstitions? yes no 
'-:t Do y~u have a hard time making up your mind about things? yes 
U Do you ever feel that someone is trying to do you harm? yes 
no 
no 
b4- Do you often feel you are not treated right? yes no 
WlJo you feel sort of tired a l!OOd deal of the time? yes no 
' ' Do you find home a hard place to get along in? yes no 
B. THE BEHAVIOR SCALE 
TEACHER'S SCALE 
Name of student .----··· ............................. ··-·-·-·-·--·-· ...........................•.•. 








































No spontaneous interest 
Irresponsible 
Not orderly 










Blames circumstances for own fault 





Jumps at conclusions 
Timid 
A voids responsibility 
Works sporadically 
Habitually violates disciplinary regulations 
N egativistic 
Anarchistic 
Unfriendly toward those who cooperate 
with authority 







STUDJ1;I\J'T ACT IV I TY SC liLE 
Name Score -------------------...------------ -------
Underscore your class: senior junior sophomore 
Write tho day, month~ and year of your birth ____ _ 
Read careftilly and £ollow directions 
Check any 0£ the fo11ow~ng aotivities you 
have participated in since Sept. 1924. Be au.re you 
checlc every .one you have been il1. Then add the total 
number in whiah you have _participa·ted and write the 
score in the blank space fol1o\ving your name. 
1. President of boys or g1i.-1s. student oounoil · 
2. President of Y.W.C.A. or Hi Y 
3. Editor of Red and.Black 
4. Editor of Budget 
5. President of Junior or Senior Class 
6. Captain of footba11 team 
7 • .Business manager of Red and B1ack 
a. Business manager :Budget 
9. Cheerleader 
10.Junior prom manager 
11.Captain basketball team 
12.Part in Dramatic Club or senior play 
. l3~Member of debate team in intar-sohool contest 
14.Constitution oratorical contest 
15.0fficer in a departmental club: Debate club,. Glee clubs, 
]
1renah, G •. A.A .. ~ Ben Franklin,. Ag,.Band, Normal Training, 
o. B .. ,A., Dramatic Club, Orchestra, ,"Promoters 1 Lolan, 
Classical, Oita, Rome Economics~ L Club. 
16.Captain track team. . 
17.President sophomore class. 
18.J?a.rt .in operetta. 
19.0fficer in J?ep_perettes 
20.Chairman. of a Y.w.c • .A. or Hi y committee 
2l~Soloist in school program 
22.0fficer in Y.W.C.A. or Hi Y (not president) 
23. Secretai"y or treasurer Junior or Senior class 
24.Member Budget staff 
25.Vice presldent Jtmior or senior class 
26oMember football team 
27. Member basketball team· 
28. Secretary or treasurer so:vhomore class 
29.. l1:embe1 .. of Red and Black staff 
30. :Member of boyer or girls glee olub 
31. Member of band or orch~stra . 
32. Member of track team 
33. Vice president of sophomore class 
1:V. c OI~T nruED 
34. Member of a elub corrunittee as listed in number 15. 
35. Member in pepperet.te 
36~ :Member of boys', pep club 
37~ Member L club 
38. Member junior ~rom committee 
39. Cantain traek team. 
40. 1aember interschool ag team contest. 
41. Member of any cl11b listed in number 15. 
In numbers 15, 34; and 41 com.1t ea.eh club in which 
you may be an officer~. commit·bee chairman or membe1· 
as one point each. 
D. LEADERSHIP V.ALUES FOR STUDE!"'rT ACTIVITY POSITIONS 
SCltLE OF VALUES FOR POSITIONS IN SCHOOL ACTIVITIES. 
10 points President of boys or gb.·ls student oou.noi1 
9 l)Oints President of Y. w. c. A. or Hi Y 
Editor Red and Black 
Editor :Budget 
President of Junior or Senior Class 
a :points Ca:Ptain :&tootba.11 
Business !tanager Red and :Slack 
:Bu.siness Manager l3u.dget 
7 points Cheerlea.cler 
Captain Baske·iiball 
Fart in school.play 
6 points Member of inter sahool deba,Jce team 
5 points President So~homore class 
:Part in Operetta. 
Chairman oommi ttee of' Y. W .G. A. or Hi Y 
?!ember boys or girls st11d~nt eo1mcil 
4 points Officer in y.w.c • .a. or Hi Y 
Depa.rt·ment club officer 
v 
Secretary or treasurer of Junior or Senior class 
V C OlliTINUED 
·3 points Member of Budget staff 
Vioe l?resid.ent Junior or Senior class 
2 :points Secretary or treasure'r of Sophomore class 
Member Red and :Black staff · 
l point Vice presid.ent Sophomore olass 
Member department club committee. 
E. THE DISCIPLINARY CHART 
Name. ____________ _.._ ______ ..,_....._..._ __________________ _ 
Stealing 

















Bullying. . l· 
Mnrked over_. l 
activity 
Speech dit·:r1- l 
cul ties 






















l. "lla.s not been called to our· attention. n 
2. "Has oocured o:noe or twice. n 
3. "Occasional oooura.nce." 
















F. SCORING KEY FOR .. THE DISOllLIN!LRY CHART. 
SCORIIiG '.KEY FOR BEHAVIOR l?ROBLE1'-8 
The values assigned are the result of a com-
bined weighting tor the seriousness of the problem as 
an index of unsocial behavior and for the frequency of 
mun1festation of the :problem. ~eweightingwas carried 
on by 1~Ir. Olsen under: the direetion u:.e Dean 1,t. E. Haggerty 
o:f' the U11i versi ty of W.nnesota. 
1 2 3 4 
Stealing 0 12 18 21 
Cheati11g 0 4 6 7 
Lying 0 4 6 7 
Imaginative Lying ·o a 12 14 
Truanoy 0 12 18 21 
Unneeessary tai~diness 0 .. 4 6 7 
Defiance to Disoip• ~l 
line 0 4 6 7 
.Un11opu1ar with 0 8 12 14 
Chil.dren 
J3ullying 0 8' 12 14 
Marked overaetlvi t;y-· 0 4 6 7· 
Speech DifficuJ.ties· .. , 0 ... , ; B 12 14 
Temper Outbursts 0 8 12 14 
Disinterest ·in so:hool 0 .. work. 4 ,6 7 
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